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Abstract
As the population of Asian Americans in the United States grows fast, so does the
incidence of racist attacks on Asian Americans. The urgency for anti-racist educators to
commit to learning how to best serve Asian American children, their families, and their
communities in accordance with antiracist, counter hegemonic linguistic practices, and
culturally sustaining principles grows exponentially. Through a deep reflection on my
personal and often painful experience as a Korean immigrant in the United States, I use
an interdisciplinary approach including Socio- and Racio-linguistics, Social Psychology,
Anthropology, and Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy, to analyze some of the challenges
that I have experienced and observed throughout my life here as a student, teacher and
permanent resident. My focus is primarily on three groups of Asian Americans from
North Eastern Asia—China, Japan, and Korea. Included are some suggestions for
teachers who want to learn more about recognizing, understanding, and being responsive
to the myriad strengths that their Asian American students, families and communities
bring. I conclude with an afterword that recent attacks on Asian Americans related to the
COVID-19 crisis emboldened me to write.

Keywords: Asian Americans, culturally sustaining pedagogy, culturally
responsible pedagogy, language development, language acquisition, culture and
language, multilingualism, race, raciolinguistics
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Structure of this thesis
This thesis has three major parts, which I will describe below.
In the first part of this thesis, I explain why this project is personally meaningful
to me by outlining the guiding questions that shaped my study with working definitions
of the critical terms used in this work. I include this part, hoping that the readers who are
interested in any topics related to race, culture, language, Asian American identity,
multilingualism, culture, and education may find my work meaningful, somehow. The
topics that I will be discussing are not new, but they are discussed in a personal, firstperson perspective. This perspective is what I hope to be found a little different.
The second part is the collection of my personal vignettes, and analyses of them
with related research. The stories will be examined and compared with other scholarly
works, with the purpose of analyzing myself as a language learner. Here I will discuss
how my language development and acquisition have changed as I have gotten more
acquainted with the cultural context where the languages are used.
The final third part of the paper will develop the discussion of intersectionality of
race, language, Asian American identity, multilingualism, and culture from the
perspective of an observer and an educator. Some of the vignettes that will be included
are from my observations made as a teacher in various school settings. One of the
vignettes will be from the child study that I completed as a part of my graduate school
course requirement.
The last part of this thesis will be my reflections on this journey of completing
this project. This section is created as an addition to the original plan of my thesis and is
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more relevant to 2020, the time the entire world witnesses the most unexpected tragedy
of the pandemic, COVID-19.

Part 1: Guiding questions to this thesis and some working definitions
Why does culture matter in learning, teaching, and in the classroom? At least, at
Bank Street, this was rather a statement than a question. Culture matters in learning, in
teaching, and in the classroom. This proposition was more of a given, accepted axiom;
however, I think it is necessary to discuss why, because that was how I started this project
as my Independent Study.
Before answering that question, I asked, what is culture? Based on my experience
in this country, the United States, culture was a very fluid idea. This idea, “culture,” is
described with words like tradition or the name of nationality, like “American culture”
without much discussion on what its definition would be. Culture, the word, has the
shape of language, but its content is vague and contextual. The imagery and description
that come to one’s mind associated with this word, “culture,” are varied; it could mean all
different forms of art, literature, or historical records. It could also mean the system of
values shared by those who have the same nationality, use the same language, and
understand the social norms or ideas generally accepted by the group. It could mean
historical heritage bound by geography.
Despite all the different ways to explain what culture is, one thing is clear: it
always carries a sense of belonging. The sense of belonging is associated with a group
whose members share “the same imagery and description” in their minds. I believe, in
most cases, the usage of the word “culture” is tied with the concept of nationality or
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national identities. Therefore, culture is inseparable from the fundamental ideas that build
identity—in my case, I would use “Korean culture” to describe my sense of belonging to
Korean society, Korean nationality, and the ideas that I learned from Korean history
classes that help me identify myself as a “Korean.” Whenever I use “Korean culture,” it
means many things: my ethnicity, my family history, my origin, my language, my food,
my family, history of Korea, and social norms accepted and understood in the Korean
language by Korean people. It is too many to count and boundless, but one thing is clear:
all these are mine, and I claim that they are mine. I belong to the group identified as
“Korean.” Where I am from, originally, has a very strong sense of social belonging, to
begin with; the race of people is rather homogeneous, and its language is very much
standardized, while there are various forms of regional dialects. Almost all of their ethnic
background is Korean. The ideas and propaganda portrayed in upbringing and education
are also rather homogeneous, compared to those of the United States.
This is the keyword, “compared.” The culture, particularly when it is associated
with identity, is what draws the line between me and non-me. Eventually, it becomes a
reference point in my cognition, in my understanding of the world. The identity
associated with culture is fortified as time goes by with experience. Cole and Scribner
(1974) summarize:
Perception, memory, and thinking all develop as part of the general socialization
of a child and are inseparably bound up with the patterns of activity,
communication, and social relations into which he enters. The very physical
environment that he encounters has been transformed by human effort. His every
experience has been shaped by the culture of which he is a member and infused
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with socially defined meanings and emotions. Consider language, for example. It
is at one and the same time a vital social force and an individual tool of
communication and thought; it is so to speak, on both sides of the culturecognition relationship. (p. 8)
Life experiences I had from South Korea assured me and solidified the idea of
what culture was, and how culture impacted my identity as Korean. As the sociologist,
Kai Erikson (1966) notes:
Deviant forms of behavior, by marking the outer edges of group life, give the
inner structure its special character and thus supply the framework within which
the people of the group develop an orderly sense of their own cultural identity.
(p.14)
The term, “culture,” in this thesis is used as an all-embracing term to describe
everything aforementioned. Mostly, the working definition of “culture” in this thesis will
focus on how this term is used to shape one’s identity.
Going back to my guiding question of this thesis, why does the culture matter in
teaching, in learning, and in classrooms? Part of the reason why culture is so close to
child development is explained in my efforts to define what culture is. Culture defines
and determines how children integrate into society; it suggests to children that they will
have to learn certain patterns of socialization in the acceptable ways of communication
with other members in the society to connect with other members who share the same
cultural customs and values.
For children, classrooms are usually the first place that they learn such patterns
outside of families. They learn language(s), how to socialize, how to display manners,
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how to appropriately address issues, and so on in a bigger group, so that they successfully
connect to others. In a sense, classrooms become a place for children to see themselves
and their culture in comparison to others’; children meet other children who grew up
differently from one another. They compare, and they start drawing the lines between
“me” and “non-me.” They also see “different culture” in teachers as well.
Despite the importance of the culture, the efforts to define what culture is and
discussions of cultures are hard to find in classrooms. From my current teaching career as
a middle school teacher, I observe that many children learn American history, but without
much discussion of the meaning of “American.” From my schooling experience as a
learner in America (the United States of America), it seems to me that there are vague
underlying assumptions about American culture. One is that people in America know
what “American culture” is; and the other is that they commonly accept that "American
culture" was built upon European heritage and some contributions that immigrants made
followed by European pioneers. Such assumptions, however, cause ambiguity and
confusion when students first learn that Europeans stole American land from indigenous
people, and that non-Whites,1 mostly Black, are forced to move to the American
continent from their homes to become a source of labor as slaves.
The side effects of such assumptions also include a missing sense of belonging of
a group of American people in America such as immigrants, Asian Americans, Latinx
Americans, and Americans with (generally non-White) races. Like myself, such groups
of Americans have been neglected in the mainstream conversation of American history.2
1

In this thesis, I capitalized White and Black when referring to races. I believe that White or Black should
be capitalized in the same way that Asian, Latinx, etc. are capitalized.
2
Women is another category that should be included in the list as well, but this paper will mostly focus on
racial groups.
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After living in this country for a little over twelve years now, I still find it hard to
define what American culture is, let alone who can be considered as an American. I have
felt that I do not belong here; I rarely resonated with even a part of so-called “American
culture.” However, if America is a country built by immigrants and its culture is shaped
by immigrants, why do I feel that I am not a part of America? “An immigrant” means a
person who moved to live in the land to which he or she moved. An Asian immigrant,
therefore, I work, I pay taxes, and I live here. Yet, I am a foreigner and a stranger. How
can I be an immigrant, the very founding idea of what American is, but still a foreigner in
this country that I live in? Why am “I” missing in this generally accepted assumption of
what “American” culture is?
I am not just “American,” but “Asian American.” Being born in South Korea gives
me “Korean” ethnicity, and that means I am an “Asian” in this country. “Asian” is often
used to distinguish me from Americans who live here. It is also a word used to refer to
people who look like me—features like black hair, rather pale skin, and eyes without
double eyelids. “Asian Americans” is most often used to describe people with Northern
Eastern Asian ancestry, like Korean, Chinese, and Japanese. While Asia is such a huge
continent, people in this country, including myself, forget that countries like Russia and
India also should be categorized as Asia and people from such countries also should be
considered as “Asians.” What is unique about “Asian Americans,” the term, is that it is so
contextual that the word, “Asian” is flexibly chosen to replace the ethnic heterogeneity of
people who are categorized as “Asian Americans.” Asian American, therefore, the term
and its use are never accurate. It is the term to include all, yet fails to include even one.
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Despite its inaccuracy, in this thesis, I will be using “Asian Americans” as a term
to address “Northern-Eastern Asians living in the United States,” referring individuals
with Korean, Chinese3, and Japanese ethnicities for the lack of the better word. The use
of this term should be justified because there are no other words to replace; it is not to
essentialize people with various Asian ethnic backgrounds under this singular term.
This identity crisis of immigrants like myself is not new. I just cannot find the
word to describe myself in this country; I am not entirely American, but “Asian
American” does not feel like I belong to the term. It is hard for me to describe myself as a
Korean as I lived here long enough to say that I am only made out of Korean values. I am
a creature of American influence as well. For some time, I thought if I were born here,
then maybe I could describe myself as “Korean American” without any confusion and
hesitation until I interacted with Asian American students born in the US who thought
that they were not Americans. A sense of belonging is fundamental to defining culture
and identity to anyone, and it comes across as a surprise to me that they do not consider
themselves “Americans.” However, they are American citizens born in the United States.
Then, “who is American, and what is American?” and “what makes them say that
they are not Americans?” Or, what makes some people say that they are Americans?
“American” is the word whose idea is either too big, too broad, or too foreign that it
leaves some Americans feeling alienated. They rather choose to use some modifiers to fill
that gap, by identifying themselves according to their ancestry, race, ethnicity and use
terms like “Korean Americans,” “Italian Americans,” and “Japanese Americans” to
describe themselves. It almost seems like the word “American” is used like a suffix

3

Chinese in here is used to include Taiwanese and Cantonese as well.
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whose meaning is limited to “people who live in the geographical boundary of the United
States,” while their identities which give them a sense of belonging are associated with
the modifier in front of “American.”
However, I believe that the word “American” should be more than a mere suffix,
if “American” is the word that is true to its national ideologies, such as “country of
immigrants,” “all men are created equal,” or “diversity.” I believe the American identity
should be defined as “multicultural,” before anything else, and America is the place
where diverse cultures can and should coexist, yet, fused simultaneously. Therefore, the
word, “American” carries so much potential, and can be used as an inclusive term to
describe one’s identity.
Classrooms, being the place in which all individuals bring a piece of who they
are, can realize such potential by discussing the innumerable cultures that “American”
can include. Classrooms also become places for immigrants to learn about “America.”
This is aligned with the goal of education as “democratic equality” (Labaree, 1997, p.
42). Labaree (1997) argues that “strong ideological tradition in American history that
sees schools as an expression of democratic political ideals and as a mechanism for
preparing children to play constructive roles in a democratic society” (p. 43). Based on
this argument, I reckon that the ultimate purpose of education should be empowering and
training children as future citizens of the United States. Such purpose is to enable each
and one of the children to achieve the best possible happiness in their lives by realizing
their lifelong goals while they make meaningful contributions to society as citizens who
understand civic virtues shared in that very society—the culture.
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This specific purpose makes schools social institutions where children learn “a
fully developed sense of civic virtue” and gain the ability to make sensible judgments on
what qualities should be considered as “virtues'' (Labaree, 1997, p.43). Therefore, I
believe that children should be learning what “American” means, and how that is
relatable to themselves.
The issue arises when children cannot relate themselves to such virtues and
meaning of American, and this occurs because the classrooms fail to present the histories
of all people who live in America. “Master Narrative of American History,” according to
Takaki (2008), notes that classrooms have been presenting the United States as “our
country . . . settled by European immigrants, and Americans are white” (p. 4). As a result,
“‘Race,’. . . has functioned as a ‘metaphor’ necessary to the ‘construction of
Americanness’: in the creation of our national identity, [therefore,] ‘American’ has been
defined as ‘white’” (Takaki, 2008, p. 4). The harm it brings to the classroom is that
children who are not White but learn this narrative will remain feeling ostracized.
Children who do not relate themselves as “White” get the messages like, “you do not
belong here,” and “you are not an American.” Soon enough, “you do not belong here”
becomes “I do not belong here” in children’s minds.
“Master Narrative” has cultivated a culture in school as well as in society that it is
okay for such children considered to be “minorities'' to experience “I-do-not-belonghere” side effects from generation to generation. Their very own ethnicity, the culture
they grew up with becomes the very reason that they are not Americans. It makes them
feel and think that they are not included in this “Narrative,” making “American” omitted
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from the list of words they would use to describe themselves. One child who feels
alienated in the classroom, means one less American.
Paris and Alim (2017) state that the purpose of “Master Narrative” has been “to forward
the largely assimilationist and often violent White imperial project, with students and
families being asked to lose or deny their languages, literacies, cultures, and histories in
order to achieve in schools” (p. 1). The result of keeping the education as-is, using the
“Master Narrative,” is destructive. The purpose of education, which is to foster future
citizens of America, results in losing citizens.
Dissonance of “home/ancestral culture” and what is taught as “American culture
“at school results in people living here, working, paying taxes, yet, thinking that they are
not a part of this country, thinking that they are not Americans. This is a failure of
education, and the only way to respond to this failure is to teach and educate children in a
“culturally sustaining way” to show how “American” is an inclusive word, rather than an
exclusive one.
Culturally Sustaining Pedagogy (CSP) seeks to perpetuate and foster—to
sustain—linguistic, literate, and cultural pluralism as part of schooling for positive
social transformation. This is why I believe the culture matters in classrooms.
CSP positions dynamic cultural dexterity as a necessary good and sees the
outcome of learning as . . . critically enriching strengths rather than replacing
deficits. (Paris & Alim, 2017, p. 1)
Therefore, discussing culture in classroom is so much more than just learning about each
other; it matters because it fosters positive social transformation.
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Culture is a collection of many ideas, and language has a special place in
discussing it. Language gives shapes to ideas. Abstract concepts like culture cannot be
communicated without language. Dissemination of “Master Narrative” ideas was possible
through the medium called English language. For example, more and more people are
getting educated that “ching-chong,” “chink,” and “gook” are racial slurs. These words
also have existed for quite some time since the immigration of Chinese people to the
United States without being explicitly advertised as racial slurs. The racist idea behind
these words existed for a long time, and it proves a point that “[l]anguage is both the
medium through which we obtain a great deal of our data concerning culture and
cognition and, according to some theories, the major determinant of our thought process.”
(Cole & Scribner, 1974, p. 39).
The fact that English language has some words that distinguish “Asian
Americans” as “foreigners” with negative connotations, like chink, mirrors that America
has been preserving “White America” narratives, and has participated in the perpetuation
of the idea behind “White America.” One of the interviewees from New York Times’
short documentary video about the term, “Asian American,” also echoes this idea:
When my parents talked about Americans they clearly meant white Americans,
when they meant any other type of Americans they named them, they said Black
people, or Latinos, or Native-American Indians was the language they would use
for Native people, so I understood early on that a real American was a white
American, everybody else had to be qualified. (Gandbhir & Stephenson, 2016,
par. 1)
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Languages used for a long time in this country passed this idea that America is for
“Whites” from generation to generation.
In addition to this definition of language, the thesis will also view language,
especially English language, from the perspective of language of power. While America
is a country with people with various cultural backgrounds as well as linguistic
backgrounds, those who speak English language, its de facto language, can exercise so
much power, compared to those who cannot. The power coming from the ability to use
English language extends beyond knowing legal terms or medical terms that brings a
great deal of benefit when people live day-to-day life. Even among those who can speak,
when spoken with foreign accents, the level of power shifts towards those who speak
English with proper accent. English spoken in Asian accents, including inability to
pronounce certain letter sounds, becomes a barometer that measures “Americanness” of
“Asian Americans” in the United States. The less spoken with accent, the more
assimilated to “American”—White American. The variety of idiosyncrasies found in
spoken American English language of Asian Americans not only sound different, but also
get treated differently by Asians and non-Asians alike. The proper use or pronunciation
of English language has been the most significant factor that distinguishes what is
American or not for Asian American immigrants. (Or, even used as a factor to tell the
first generation immigrants apart from the second or more n-th generation immigrants.)
This is something that I experienced as an Asian American personally, and verbal and
written records produced by other Asian Americans also support that. These were records
retrieved from a short documentary film published by New York Times referred to in the
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previous paragraph of this thesis. Asian Americans were asked to share what it means to
be an Asian American in this country.
I think the conversations I had about race with my family were primarily led by
my dad, and it would just be in little lessons. Like I’d pick up the phone and I’d
say hello, and he goes, ‘I can tell you’re Korean over the phone,’ and I was like,
‘It’s because I am Korean, and I’m on the phone with you,’ and he goes, ‘No, no
one should be able to tell you’re Korean on the phone, people should just think
you’re American’. (Gandbhir & Stephenson, 2016, par. 1)

My dad used to run a small business and I remember people coming in who
weren’t Korean and just white customers coming in, and they would just tell my
dad to go back to his country. And this was before my dad had a full grasp on the
English language and I remember seeing my dad’s hands like being balled up in
fists underneath the counter but my dad just saying, “Ok thank you, come back
soon.” (Gandbhir & Stephenson, 2016, par. 1)
From a New York Times daily podcast transcription that included the interview with
Jiayang Fan, a staff journalist for The New Yorker magazine, I also found:
Like, I remember going to the mall for the first time with my mother. And my
mom’s favorite pastime was window shopping, just looking at things that she
couldn’t afford. And I remember one time someone trying to hand her maybe a
flyer for some store, and she said, no, thanks. But she couldn’t pronounce it
correctly, so this young man said “No sex? Did you say no sex? No sex?” And I
think I was like 11 or 12 at the time. I remember that my mother actually just in
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this embarrassed way laughed, like out of anxiety, like she wanted it to be OK.
She wanted to respond in a way to indicate that she was not offended. But I
remember the way that my cheek just felt hot and red, they grew, and how I felt
so humiliated on my mother’s behalf. And that experience feels seared into my
brain, not just because of the insult, but because my mother had to swallow her
own humiliation. (Garrison, 2020, par. 45)
Amy Tan, in her essay, “Mother Tongue,” describes “the kind of English [her]
mother speaks” is considered to be ‘broken’ or ‘fractured’(n.d.)
Amy continues:
I heard other terms used, “limited” English,” for example. But they seem just as
bad, as if everything is limited, including people’s perceptions of the limited
English speaker. I know this for a fact, because when I was growing up, my
mother’s “limited” English limited my perception of her. I was ashamed of her
English. I believed that her English reflected the quality of what she had to say.
That is, because she expressed them imperfectly her thoughts were imperfect.
And I had plenty of empirical evidence to support me: the fact that people in
department stores, at banks, and at restaurants did not take her seriously, did not
give her good service, pretended not to understand her, even acted as if they did
not hear her. (n.d.)
As for the recent Asian American immigrants like myself, English language becomes the
necessity required to survive in America. As I learn English language, I realize that I not
only struggled to pronounce English sentences and words perfectly, but also made myself
conform to the ideal, perfect English language speaker (or user). As I still find myself
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incapable and diffident in using the English language in the United States, I always
wondered if that was due to the cultural differences that I did not have a chance to get
exposed to while growing up. If only I had grown up here, speaking in English, I might
have been able to speak in English language perfectly, and people would not be able to
tell whether I am from South Korea or not, just from listening to me, and I might have
been able to be considered as an American.
Therefore, I agree mildly with the theory of language relativism4, not to an
extreme extent, as my experience tells me that the world is differently experienced in
different language communities. For example, I grew up in South Korea, and the word,
“sea,” (that would be when sea is translated into 바다) would bring me certain images of
South Korean sea. Whereas the same word would bring a different image to those who
grew up near Jones Beach on Long Island. To communicate precisely, both I and those
who grew up on Long Island would have to communicate clearly what those images are. I
wondered if the source of my insecurity towards English language would be coming from
the gap of this precision in communication, and wondered if it was my cultural
background that hindered me from acquiring proper English language as well as
developing it.
As I explore these ideas, observations, experiences, questions, and readings that
fueled my study, I noticed that relatively few studies were conducted on the interrelations
among culture, language, and education of Asian Americans and I will discuss them next.

4

The relativity of language hypothesis: One of the preliminary statements of this hypothesis is “Linguistic
Influence on Thought: The structure and lexicon of one's language influences how one perceives and
conceptualizes the world, and they do so in a systematic way.” Retrieved from:
https://stanford.library.sydney.edu.au/archives/spr2015/entries/relativism/supplement2.html
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Lo and Reyes (2004) point out, in their summary of the Association of Asian
American Studies conference, the lack of research that focuses on Asian American
English speakers and their discourse in linguistic anthropology. Such a trend is
consistently addressed in the book, Representations: Doing Asian American Rhetoric.
Mao and Young (2008) also highlight that:
we have seen little work that focuses directly on how Asian Americans use the
symbolic resources of language in social, cultural, and political arenas to disrupt
and transform the dominant European American discourse and its representations
of Asians and Asian Americans, thus re-presenting and reclaiming their identity
and agency. (p. 2)
On the other hand, I was able to locate a relatively larger number of studies that
focus on the incorrect use of English use among Korean English learners, and how to
address them in the field of English education. Such incorrect use included commonly
found errors that Korean English language learners make, such as an article omission,
and how linguistic differences between Korean and English like ditransitive construction
become a challenge for Korean English language learners to achieve proficiency in
English language. (Iris-Wilbanks, 2013; Kim, 2006; Ko, Ionin & Wexler, 2009; Nam,
2010; Year & Gordon, 2009). Most of such research appeared to focus on “correcting”
such errors by changing English language education for Korean English language
learners. Out of these studies, one of them ascribed Korean words with English
etymology currently used in Korea as one of the reasons for poor English performance of
Korean English learners, accusing that such words are linguistically incorrect products of
English education.
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For example, in an article written by Iris-Wilbanks (2013), Korean words with
American English roots are described as mis-placed English words, mentioning the
author herself should have been more cautious when she was teaching English language
in Korea, regretting not correcting her ESL students when they used such Korean words
(Iris-Wilbanks, 2013). One of the examples that was identified to be misplaced was
“수퍼/su:-pəː/.” This word came from “supermarket,” which is an English word. The
word “Supermarket” can be written as 수퍼마켓/su:-pəː-ma:-ket/ in Korean written
language, approximating the sounds of the word, “supermarket.” This specific word,
수퍼마켓, was shortened to 수퍼, and then it became one of the nouns that represent
grocery stores in Korea. From the perspective of users of this word, as I have been using
this word while I was growing up, this is not a misplaced word. The Korean word, 수퍼,
is used in everyday context, and this should be considered as a localized Korean word
with American English etymology. While there may be another discussion about how
such words influence the learning of Korean ESLs or EFLs, the perspective that views a
certain usage of English language as “correct,” therefore, the rest of the usage of English
language should be repaired, is simply wrong as sociolinguists agree that languages
change and transform after the different languages contact each other (Winford, 2020).
As Winford mentions: “most languages have been influenced at one time or another by
contact, resulting in varying degrees of transfer of features from one to the other”.
Therefore, I would like to argue that Korean words like 수퍼/su:-pəː/ has to be
considered as a transformed form of the Korean language after its contact with the
English language. The languages are not static, as they always change, and the cultural
values reflected on languages also change. I wonder if the writer of this paper had an
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adequate understanding of Korean culture, despite her living experience in South Korea,
because I had a quite different point of view when the writer claimed that such words
with English etymology completely assimilated to Korean culture are “linguistically
misplaced words.” To me, it was because this writer overlooked the cultural context of
how English has evolved in Korea.
On the other hand, there were studies which focus on race, ethnicity, and language
that view dialects as well as certain pronunciation distinctively appearing in certain
demographics as “cultural phenomenon,” instead of viewing such English language as
deficit (Driffill, 2017; Rosa and Flores, 2017; Alim, Rickford, & Ball, 2016). Such
studies accept the unique English language use of certain ethnic groups as cultural, and
linguistically developed use English language, and try to analyze the relationship between
race and languages.
Such research shows that the language—especially, American English
language—is multi-layered, and its use is closely connected to race as well as culture of
those who speak the language. Therefore, the diversity of English language should be
considered in the discussion of language education. Driffill introduced dialects like Irish
English and Singlish (English localized in Singapore) as “linguistic influence and
evolution” (2017). Driffill continued, “There is interest and joy to be had not only in
learning the languages of other cultures, but also in appreciating the effect they might
have had on English” (2017).
Such a view is also labeled as one of the sociolinguistic branches, raciolinguistics,
and introduced and shared in the works of Rosa and Flores (2017) and Alim, Rickford,
and Ball (2016). Raciolinguistics considers language as a racialized subject (Alim,
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Rickford, & Ball, 2016, p. 1).While such studies have been largely focused on AfricanAmerican and Latinx communities, it is still meaningful to apply such perspective to
language learning and usage of Asian American communities in the United States. A
different perspective from Asian race should be included in linguistic and language
education studies as well. Teachers who interact with students with Asian ethnicity
should be more sensitive to the growing population of this minority group of children.
Therefore, my study could be found meaningful by those who interact with Asian
Americans, Asian American parents, and Asian American children.
The thesis, in part, is my memoir, in part, is a literature review, and, in part, is an
observational record with my analysis based on literature review. All such components
are intermingled, and all memoir sections are presented in chronological order. My
personal vignettes were used as I am multilingual and I had opportunities to explore
where my language development process intersects with my own understanding of
culture, and where it intersects with what I saw in classrooms as a novice teacher.
Where I am from
I was born in South Korea and grew up there until I turned 19 years old. Most of
my schooling was done in South Korea, until I moved to New York for my college
education. After graduation, I moved to Japan to start my post-college career. Thanks to
all the fortunate circumstances, I was exposed to different cultures after adequate
schooling, on top of the education on multiple languages. Adequate schooling as well as
high-level of education are some factors that helped me to navigate through different
cultures. Freeman and Freeman (2002) argue that the instructions for English as a New
Language Learners (ENLs) should consider the level of schooling that the students had
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received prior to coming to the United States. They found that the ENLs with inadequate
or inconsistent schooling struggle more to achieve academically than those with adequate
schooling. This was also the case for me, as I experienced relatively low language
barriers, thanks to the education that I had received before coming to the United States
and before working in Japan.
Languages carried me to many intersections: a Korean in American cultures, a
Korean in Japanese cultures, an English speaker in Korea, a Japanese speaker in the
United States, an English speaker in Japan. Such intersections were sometimes very
specific to the context, such as working environments, schools, and home.
On the other hand, speaking English, Japanese and Korean in different settings, in
academia, at home as well as at work, occasionally made me wonder if I was
communicating in a way that a listener would understand without much confusion. This
confusion is not far from the confusion I had with my identities. I almost thought as if I
was developing three different identities when I was multilingual. Identities are formed,
however, not with the uses of languages, but with the cultural context where the
languages are used. Concepts that borrow the forms of language exist with the culture. For
example, there is a saying in Korean that “when a crow flies, a pear fall.” No English
translation can represent what it means, let alone explain what a crow has anything to do
with a pear. It means that two events happened concurrently by coincidence. But some
people started to think of this situation as very suspicious as they happened at the same
time. In other words, when they see the pear falls, they start to blame the crow which flies
by. In Korean culture, a crow can mean bad luck. When the concepts in one language are
to be presented in other languages, the cultural context where the concepts are used are
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not necessarily aligned with cultural contexts that fit to the other languages. My friend
taught me that there is an expression, “correlation does not imply causation.” In this, this
phrase does not have carry any cultural context of pear or a crow. The subtle nuance
between these two phrases is perhaps why I could not bridge my identities to each other,
leaving myself confused. Maybe, it is inevitable for cultural misunderstandings and
miscommunications to occur, as it is for the clash amongst my identities. Often, I felt as
if people misunderstood me, or as if I was misunderstood by others, and I found that
misunderstanding arises from communication was partially from misunderstanding of
culture, if not entirely. I always was curious to know how my culture that I grew up in
impacted my English language (L2) communication, as well as Japanese language (L3)
communication in the cultural contexts, respectively.
My next question is, then, about how can I teach children, knowing that such
mistranslations will occur? What about children who moved to the United States in early
childhood, yet grew up and are educated in the English language? If I had moved to the
United States earlier, would the chance of being misinterpreted have been lower? What
does it mean to be bilingual or multilingual for Northeastern Asian (American) students
in the United States? How are they being perceived in America? How about their
identities? Will they experience the mixed feelings of confusion?
This project is part of my efforts to answer some of these questions. In this thesis,
therefore, I will be the subject of my research, hoping that my endeavor to answer these
questions can provide different perspectives to view Asian Americans in this country and
in classrooms.
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Part 2:
Chapter 1: 2007, Can you speak English?
It might have been my pronunciation. Often, my customers asked me if I could
speak in English as soon as I had asked, “what would you like to drink?” It was Orlando,
2007, and there were not many Asians living in the neighborhood. My restaurant was
located on Kirkman Road, close to the Universal Studio. International House of
Pancakes, IHOP, was a popular weekend brunch restaurant for locals, and a safe-bet
restaurant for visitors. Favorite questions of my customers were not about the pancakes
that I was serving, but whether I could understand what they were going to order, or
simply, where I was from. Of course, my answer was always: “Yes, I can speak English.”
In fact, I had learned the English language in South Korea, in the Korean language,
before I moved to Florida.
I was nineteen when I first landed at Orlando International Airport. Growing up in
South Korea, I had learned the English language as one of the academic subjects from my
K-12 schooling. The English language has been taught, independent of the cultural
context of its origin. Occasional efforts to integrate subject matter with its cultural
context were made through singalongs, watching movies, interpreting lyrics, and
analyzing conversations from the movie scripts. The conversations and song lyrics were
to be memorized for me to prepare English language proficiency tests performed every
half a semester at schools. I had been taught by some non-Korean teachers to speak and
listen as well as some Korean teachers to read and write in the English language. The
classroom to learn language had over forty students with one teacher. The learning
methods consist of memorizing words and their definitions translated in the Korean
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language, reading short, nonfiction passages, solving reading comprehension problems
related to those passages, and writing short responses to them. The syntactic,
morphological studies of the English language were taught independently from their
cultural context where the language could be used.
Therefore, my answer to most of my customers’ questions was—yes, I could
speak English. In fact, I just spoke to you in English, when I asked, “what would you like
to drink?” How odd. My efforts to rationalize such seemingly odd questions from my
customers, at that time, led me to come up with a couple of theories; maybe it was my
pronunciation, maybe it was something else. After a while, I thought, my pronunciation
was not clear enough, or my soft volume of voice could have been something that
blocked this simple chain of conversation. What else would it be?
Then, I wondered, maybe it was because of how I looked. I look Asian. There had
been a couple of occasions when I got unwanted attention because I was an Asian. More
than twice, I heard “ching-chong” from the cars that passed me by. Or customers could
magically know that I was “fresh off the boat.”
According to Chun (2016), my theories and possible explanations to the questions
could have been analyzed differently. According to Chun’s work to analyze “ChingChong,” the condescending phrase that is aimed at Asian Americans, “two basic axes”
can be used to determine whether the communication carried racist assumptions; and two
axes are locus, and temporality. (Chun, 2016).
Figure 1
Two axes of language meaning (Chun, 2016, p. 83)
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The use of language always has its purpose, the pragmatics of the language. The
question, “Can you speak English?” had some pragmatic purposes when my customers
asked. Therefore, “Can you speak English?” can be analyzed with two axes, “locus” and
“temporality” (Chun, 2016, p. 83).
In Chun’s work to analyze the meaning of “ching-chong,” Chun analyzes the
Youtube video posted by a UCLA student who commented how Asian students speak on
the phone in the library, using the phrase “ching-chong.” This particular phrase was
interpreted as a racist comment by many viewers of this video. Chun first starts with the
question whether there was any racism meaning in “ching-chong,” and moves on with
“where was racist meaning” in the usage of “ching-chong.”
Some of the examples that Chun analyzed to answer the question “where is racist
meaning” were multiple discourses posted by commenters of the video. The discourses
that these commenters addressed “the ‘foreignness’ of Asian race.” (2016, p. 87). Some
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examples used in this study address Asians foreigners and mention that: “. . . Foreigners
need to learn and practice OUR ways. They are fortunate to be here show it by respecting
our culture,” and “. . . Foreigners who come here NEED to learn to respect the American
culture!” (p. 87).
Based on such analysis from Chun’s paper, the question from my customers can
be interpreted as a question that addresses “foreignness” of my appearance—Asian race.
If that is the case, racism was communicated in the question. Yet, I admit that I accepted
that question at its face value because I acknowledged and viewed myself as a foreigner.
This idea of foreignness was clearly shown in the usage of the word, “our.” “OUR” stood
out as I was reading these examples. The idea of “foreignness” sometimes draws the line
between “us” and “them,” and these words are almost synonyms used as “Americans”
and “foreigners.” The idea of “us” was striking—as this word, the choice of this word
displays the worldview of the person who uses this word. The idea that the world is
divided into two separate groups, two different qualities, and two different values is very
common, but quite monstrous.
Hans Rosling (2018) starts the first chapter of his book, Factfulness, discussing
the instinct called “Gap instinct.” He records a short conversation he had with one of his
students from his class when he was teaching about statistics and how the statistics show
the changes in the world. He and his students were looking at some statistics on how the
countries around the world were successfully decreasing child mortality. He talks about
how “tribal societies in the rainforest and among traditional farmers in the remote rural
areas across the world” increasingly have better survival rates of children. He goes on,
saying that:
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[T]he people you see in exotic documentaries on TV. Those parents struggle
harder than anyone to make their families survive, and still they lose almost half
of their children. Fortunately, fewer and fewer people have to live under such
dreadful conditions. (Rosling, 2018, p. 22)
Then, one of his students said, “(but) They can never live like us.” (Rosling, 2018, p. 22).
This lecture was being held in Sweden, with students who lived in one of the most
developed countries in the world. Hans Rosling asked this student what he meant by
“they.” The student answered with more detailed explanation, “the Non-Western
countries,” and added, “They can’t live like us.” Rosling continued and showed the data
below and pointed out how this divided world view of his student’s was not true
anymore—the data that supported his worldview was from 1965.
Figure 2
Children mortality rate in 1965 and 2018 (Gapminder Foundation. n.d.)
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Surprisingly, the same worldview still applies to the logic behind these
commenters made about Asian race in the United States: Asians (“they”) are foreigners,
and “we” are Americans. This worldview is what essentializes where racism was in the
usage of “ching-chong.”
Rosling continues in his book how such a worldview—the binary view, developed
and developing— is no longer working to categorize countries around the world
anymore. There are more countries that are at different economic levels, somewhere in
between. He, therefore, suggests using 4 different levels to analyze economic
development of countries, Level 4 being the countries most economically developed, that
have rich and privileged cities such as New York City.5 At the end of this chapter, he
writes how people who live in Level 4 countries view all the other Levels the same, poor.
“When you live on Level 4, everyone on Levels 3, 2, and 1 can look equally poor, and the
word poor can lose any specific meaning” (Rosling, 2018, p. 44). This captures the
essence of the underlying idea of viewing Asian as foreigners, I believe. Level 4,
culturally, has been the White culture in America as well as the White population. The
rest of “levels” has been considered as “them,” not “us.”
However, the idea of what is American is supposed to be fluid because it is a very
broad term. The word, “America(n)” includes certain groups of people, while it excludes
the others. It includes “us,” but it excludes “them.” If the cultures could be categorized
according to power each of them carries, just in the way Rosling categorized countries
according to the economic power, where would “Asian” rank? This worldview, the one

5

New York City also has a population with poverty, and those who struggle with homelessness. This book
merely talks of the “statistical” data with averaged income information.
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that Rosling calls “Gap instinct,” explains why one of the commenters wrote, “They are
fortunate to be here[.] show it by respecting our culture” (Chun, 2016, p. 87). Asians are
fortunate to be here. Therefore, the question, “Can you speak English?” becomes a
common question to ask of Asians, because I am not one of “us” who live in America; I
am one of lucky Asians, while the rest of Asians in Asia are poor. This framework,
according to Rosling, is so strong that he named it as “instinct.” In other words, racism is
not only a framework, but it is so strong that it is almost an instinct. That is why the use
of the word, “us,” caught my attention and sounded monstrous to me.
To continue analyzing “Can you speak English?,” I should take a look at when
this question was asked, was there any racist meaning in it? This is according to the
second question “when is racist meaning?,” the second axis of Chun’s framework. The
timing of this question was typically after I asked a commonly used question, “Would
you like to drink something?” Answering a question with another question is an odd way
of conversation. Analyzing this particular “when does racist meaning occur” requires a
specific perspective.
Chun (2016) defines such perspective:
A second axis of meaning concerns when racist meaning takes place . . . debates
about whether [someone’s] act was racist focus on linguistic and contextual
dimensions that have contributed to shaping the act’s meaning . . . While a
linguistic act’s meaning can be complex because of multiple sources of
determination, such as the simultaneous presence of relevant linguistic,
situational, personal and cultural factors, each linguistic act is defined by
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determinable, preexisting realities. Discussions that focus on whether a racist act
‘is’ or ‘isn’t’ racist take this perspective.” (p. 88)
According to this perspective, I have to focus on the “potential effects of language
use as part of its meaning” (Chun, 2016, p. 88). Why does the question, seemingly
irrelevant to the question just asked, come as if it is a start of a new conversation? The
question itself sounds benign, yet, this question would not be an option for my customers
under very similar circumstances.
When the other servers approached the same customers as their waitress, the
question, “Can you speak English?” was never an option as an answer to the question,
“What would you like to drink?” Therefore, by examining the effect of this question, this
benign question, can be racist, because of the circumstance where this specific question is
placed. This question serves one purpose: it is for me to answer “yes, I speak English” to
my customers so that my answer fulfills the purpose of assuring my customers who were
not strongly convinced whether I would be able to take their orders in or not. Funny
enough, for me to answer this question, there is not much choice left for me, because
even if I had liberty to say “No, I cannot speak English,” that would not be a satisfying
answer to my customers.
I cannot recall how I felt when they asked me that question, because I just had too
many of them. All I can recall is that some of them were great tippers.
There is another possibility that this question carried, however. If this question
carried any underlying meaning that I clearly did not comprehend at that moment, for
example, if the question meant if I could fluently speak English that is culturally and
linguistically appropriate at all times, then my answer would have been no. My ability to
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communicate in English in 2007 was at a very functional level. I was able to fill out a
police report when I was robbed; I was able to explain the details of the accident to my
banker and get my money back from the insurance company; I was able to explain to my
phone company all the details of how I lost my phone, yet, I am not sure if I was a fluent
speaker that my customers wanted me to be.
Nonetheless, from a language development perspective, IHOP was my first
classroom where I could nurture and learn the English language, with the cultural
context, with people who live and think in the English language, and this classroom was
very effective. And, in my culturally responsive classroom, at first, I was very silent. My
silent period (Krashen, 1982) lasted about a month after I started working as a waitress.
However, my silent period was not so silent. I recall the vivid image that I had in my
mind for a while. It was as if my body and head were a vessel filled with all the English
alphabet, waiting to spill out. The inside of the vessel was full and noisy. During this
period, I was still able to say some important phrases required for me to do my job, like
“Welcome to IHOP, how may I help you?” or “What would you like to drink?” I was
able to understand what the customers said, 9 out of 10 times, and I was able to make
correct assumptions of what they were referring to, but I could not make conversation
beyond the topic of ordering food. My head was always full of many scenarios that I
would be able to speak to all the possible questions, but when some of the customers
asked about “floats” as in “float drinks” I was not even able to picture it in my head, until
I saw the one made by another server.
One of my colleagues later told me that she thought that I was a quiet person, and
we laughed together, because after the period, I was quite loud. Unlike my English
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language classroom back in South Korea, the IHOP “classroom” was full of surprises,
and where I was able to put many words and phrases I memorized in context.

Chapter 2: 2009, Language of Power
Growing up, speaking up to share my opinions was an idea that was so foreign
that I never thought of speaking in public. The idea of “not speaking up” is deeply
embedded in the culture that I grew up in as well. The idioms commonly used and stated
were related to the use of languages, especially spoken language.
빈 수레가 요란하다. /bin-su:-le-ga:-jo:-la:n-ha:-da:/ (Literal translation: An
empty cart makes more sounds.)
말 많은 집은 장맛도 쓰다. /ma:l-ma:nɯn-dʑi:-ɯn-dʑa:ŋ-ma:n-do-s͈ ɯ-da:/
(Literal translation: The household with more words makes bitter jang (Korean
traditional spice commonly used in daily cooking).)
낮말은 새가 듣고 밤말은 쥐가 듣는다. /not-ma:l-ɯn-sɛː-ga:-dɯt-go:-dʑyː-ga:dɯt-nɯn-da:/ (Literal translation: Birds listen to words said during the day, and mice
listen to the words said during the night.)
말이 많으면 쓸 말이 적다. /ma:l-i:-ma:n-ɯ-məːn-s͈ ɯl-ma:l-i:-dzəːk-t͈ a:/ (Literal
translation: When you speak too much, you have fewer words to use.)
These idioms carry one message: watch what you say and how much you say. The first
two idioms particularly highlight the negative connotation of talking “too much.” “An
empty cart” from the first idiom indicates that a person who talks a lot sounds like an
empty cart; his/her ideas are not worthy of sharing and unintelligent. Intelligence is
strongly correlated with “talking” in this idiom, and the message is that talking less
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means more intelligence. The second idiom also carries the same message; talking too
much does not bear any good results. The third idiom sends a message, “be careful what
you say,” because you never know who would be listening. All idioms not only
emphasize how careful the speakers should be, but also talking is generally something
that should be done with caution.
Talking was never encouraged in my schooling experience; talking out of turn,
talking over when the teacher did not finish speaking, or raising hands even to ask
questions in front of class were all out of norms. “One-sided teaching style” is very
common in Korea, even in universities. (University Professor Team, 2015). This is
partially due to the large size of the classes in schools in Korea. Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) learning environment report shows
that on average, there are “30 or more students” in one classroom in South Korea. (2010).
From 1990 to early 2000, I grew up with over 40 students in one classroom. Classroom
sizes matter for the effectiveness of teaching. It is highly difficult for teachers to be
attentive to individual requests and preferences in classrooms with more than 30 students.
(NCTE, 2014; NICHD, 2004; Whitehurst & Chingos, 2011). Although it is not the direct
evidence that learning is passive, teaching tends to be only lectures. Additionally, in such
classrooms, students also have to think of others and how others would think of them
(Tian et al. 2017). Talking in front of others may benefit the entire classroom, but it may
interfere with the entire class as well. If 40 students all want to share what they think, the
teacher cannot lead the class. Therefore, the opportunities to ask questions are not
initiated from the learners, but from the teachers.
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On the other hand, such classrooms not only foster the culture of listening, but
also reinforce it. Active listening is at the heart of Asian culture. The culture of listening
is rooted deep in Asian philosophies. Li (2012) records that:
none of the three major spiritual traditions – Taoism, Buddhism, and
Confucianism – emphasizes speaking. Taoism regards as infinite wisdom human
harmony with nature, fitting into the seamless unity without the need to speak, as
expressed in the well-known phrase by Lao Tzu: “[T]hose who understand are not
talkers; talkers don’t understand.” Buddhism pursues meditation as a means to
quiet down the mind and to be rid of worldly desires in order to achieve personal
enlightenment. Furthermore, East Asia never had a comparable (to the Greek)
political or legal system that promoted public speaking. (p. 296)
Culture of listening is also a part of parenting. Li (2012) also finds that there is empirical
evidence that supports Asian parents emphasizing listenership over speakership in
comparative studies of parenting styles of European-American parents and those of
Taiwanese parents (pp. 314-315). It is important to note, however, such culture does not
necessarily mean that Asians are passively learning; it merely highlights that listening is
mostly used as means to learn in the culture that I grew up in. With 12 years of schooling
in such an environment with cultural values that emphasize talking only when necessary,
the college education, as well as its academic culture that promotes talking in the United
States, were extremely foreign to me.
In 2009, I was a sophomore in college, studying business. All the business classes
seemed to have a strong belief that learning was associated with talking. The class
discussion was a part of the final grade, often ranging from twenty to forty percent of the
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entire grade. One of the required courses that all the sophomores of the program had to
take was called “Organizational communication and its social context.” The course
objective was to focus on evaluating the intricate relationship between social contexts and
how business management reflects them. In other words, we were learning how
companies’ public relations operate and what impact they could bring to the business.
Therefore, a huge emphasis of the course was placed on how companies represent
themselves to the society. Groups were assigned to all students in the course and each
group had a company to present as if each group was a PR team of the assigned company.
Each group had to perform at least three group presentations in front of the class.
The day before my team’s first presentation on how Daimler progressed as one of
the most prominent German car-manufacturing companies, I panicked. I vividly recall the
night before the presentation that I failed to say my part numerous times while my
teammates and I were practicing the presentation over and over again; I failed and failed
and failed. I could not speak one complete sentence from my script that I had for this
presentation, not a single one. I researched how this Stuttgart-based company had a
powerful brand like Mercedes Benz, and how this company was trying to implement
environmentally friendly strategies. The company was also investing in educating female
engineers in the Middle East region. Not only that, I was also able to come up with the
reasons that this company will perform better in the future. The members of the team
were flustered and confused as to why the words would not come out of my mouth; while
I was able to do all this research on my own; I made all the slides streamlined; I already
wrote the scripts—all I had to do was simply to say them, but I couldn't. It was not like I
had any issues communicating in the English language. They thought they could help me
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out by trying to calm me down, and they tried. Around 9: 30 PM, I suggested we stop, I
felt beyond sorry for everyone in my team. I came back to my dorm room and started
practicing again, but all I thought was how embarrassing it would be in front of others
when I would freeze the next day.
Speaking in front of the class was extremely stressful throughout my college
experience. I not only had to ask questions in front of the entire class, risking that my
question may sound irrelevant, and I also had to care about the other team members,
afraid that my failure would impact other team members’ grades. I thought,” as if anyone
is interested in what I think! Where is the educational purpose and reasoning behind
mandatory participating? Why is “verbal” participation so important and forced when I
submit all the other written works and tests?”
On many occasions, I received feedback from many professors that I had to speak
up in class and participate more. Such participation was strongly focused on “verbal
expression,” and “spoken language.” Many research find classroom discussions as one of
the effective learning strategies. (Dallimore, Hertenstein, & Platt, 2017; Fisher, Frey &
Rothenberg, 2008; Sedova et al, 2019). Sedova et al. (2019) find the theoretical
background of such pedagogy from Vygotsky’s works:
The interest in how students participate in classroom talk is grounded in
sociocultural theory, especially as it was presented by Vygotsky. Vygotsky (1978)
postulated that each psychological function appears twice in a child's
development – first on the social level (i.e., as the child interacts with other
people) and only later on an individual level (in the form of internalized
psychological processes). He believed that speech and thought are closely
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interlinked and that children can internalize and integrate what they have been
able to talk about. (Vygotsky, 1978, as cited in Sedova et al., 2019, p. 1)
The assumption that speech is related to thought or that speech can stimulate thinking
processes is not aligned with the cultural values that I grew up with, however. Besides,
the highest academic achievement that I had seen in my schooling experience never
seemed to be positively related to talking. The size of the classroom, one of the most
important factors that influence classroom discussions (Whitehurst & Chingos, 2011),
was found to be irrelevant to students’ learning in some studies. (Li & Konstantopoulos,
2017; Pong & Pallas, 2001). Pong and Pallas (2001) find that only the result from the
United States shows the benefits from a reduction of the classroom sizes, whereas other
countries did not. This study makes me wonder if the benefits from classroom discussions
are independent from the cultural assumption that talking promotes thinking.
Kim (2002) also questions this assumption and the findings from her research
support that talking does not necessarily enhance the cognitive processes; this assumption
is only cultural practice and belief shared in “western cultures.” Kim mentions that “[t]he
results support the hypothesis that talking would not interfere with European American
participants’ cognitive performance whereas talking would interfere with East Asian
American participants’ performance” (p. 832). This is aligned with what Nisbett (2003)
mentions in his book, “a long tradition in the East of equating silence rather than speech
with knowledge,” just like the Korean idioms (p. 211).
Therefore, I question if some teaching strategies like “thinking aloud” work for all
learners. While I can see the values of such pedagogical strategies in certain settings, I
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cannot stop wondering what if this is a strategy that is only found to be relevant and
effective in American cultural context?
Twenty to forty percent of participation grading also benefited many non-Asian
students who grew up with American cultural backgrounds who shared the same cultural
assumption that talking was associated with learning, because they were trained to speak
up, and they knew how to speak. I often overheard other students, saying, “you get good
grades if you just talk,” and felt as if my efforts were less visible to others, especially to
professors. I made more office visits, just to make sure I was visible to them. Many other
Korean international students also shared that “just be the first one who raises your hand
in every class, then you get good grades” (regardless of the quality of your comments and
questions). With my Korean perspective, the frequency of verbal participation was not
related to the level of learning. There were some moments that this mandated
participation made me alert to what was going on in class. Still, the high level of pressure
and stress coming from the idea that I must participate overruled the benefit coming from
most of those moments. I was always overly conscious of what I was saying, not being
able to listen to others’ conversation or even teaching at times.
It did not feel right, but I rationalized that such a part is also the learning
process—the process of assimilating to American culture. After all, I was learning
American culture and the English language during that time. Even now, I believe it is a
process of me, an Asian immigrant, assimilating to the culture of the United States,
though I still yearn for the classes that I do not have to participate verbally. As I stayed in
the United States for a longer time, I became more outspoken; the fact that I wanted to
become a teacher, a job that makes me speak in front of many native English language
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speakers shows that I have changed over time. Yet, the butterflies in my stomach never
completely disappeared. I examine, scrutinize, and confirm my own English language
discourse on a daily basis. I have doubts in the phrases that I have spoken over and over
again, and rely on Google search, online dictionary, and other native English speakers, to
check if my verbal discourse makes sense. The enormous pressure that I felt the night
before my presentation in college still is inside me, and I doubt, as a learner, if that was
the most effective way to teach how public relations work in the business world.
After tossing and turning all night, I went to school. The weather was terrible. The
weather forecast that morning said that there was a blizzard warning. I went to school
anyway, as the school did not make any announcement of cancellation at that point. I
thought over and over of calling in sick but missing one team member would not look
great on my team. I felt an impending doom covering my head. The Organizational
Communication class was in the afternoon. I was silent all morning in other classes. I
pulled out my script and tried to practice, but words did not come out from my mouth.
My heart was getting heavier and heavier as time went by. As soon as I walked into the
art history class, a professor walked in and announced that the school was closed for the
rest of the day; all afternoon classes were canceled. I went back to my dorm room and
was able to catch up on some sleep that I lacked from the night before. The presentation
that haunted me—it went just fine when we did it the week after.
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Chapter 3: 2012, はじめまして (/HA-JI-ME-MA-SHI-TE/:Nice to meet you in
Japanese)
Unlike my English language (L2) acquisition process, my Japanese language (L3)
acquisition process started with culture. While I specify that Japanese is my L3, labeling
second language or third language is still very vague for me. If I consider when I was first
introduced to each language as a criterion to decide which one is my L2, then I should
label the English language as my second language as I was introduced to it a little earlier
than I was to the Japanese language.
My first exposure to the English language was when I first watched music videos
called “Kidsongs” when I was five years old. “Kidsongs” was the collection of music
videos featuring songs like “Seasons Come, Seasons Go by Faron Young,” and “Hokey
Pokey.” Many kids sang the songs together, and I sang along. My first exposure to
Japanese was from a couple of words that my grandmother used to refer to a nail
clipper(爪切り/tsume-ki-ri/), or a backpack(リュックサック/ryukku-saku/). My
grandmother was born in 1932. While the Korean peninsula was colonized by Japan, the
Japanese government forced the Korean people to learn and speak in Japanese until 1945.
My grandmother, due to such influence, learned Japanese and substituted some Korean
words with Japanese words in her spoken Korean language. Since I was not even aware
that such words were Japanese words until my mother taught me so a lot later, I thought I
should label English as my L2. I used to think those words were Korean dialects. (To
clarify, these words that my grandmother used are not Korean words with Japanese
etymology; they were pure Japanese words.)
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Structured English language education also started earlier than that of the
Japanese language to me. Structured English language education started when I was eight
years old at the elementary school that I was attending. Structured Japanese language
education started when I was in middle school. If the timing of education matters more
than the timing of exposure when deciding which language should be L2 or L3, the
English language should be the second language of mine, although I always “felt” that
my second language is closer to the Japanese language.
I have a more sentimental attachment to the Japanese language. This must be
because the Korean language and the Japanese language are phonetically as well as
morphologically similar, but also, it was the first language that I wanted to learn more
voluntarily when I was a teenager. The learning process started with Manga, Japanese
comics. I first started reading the comic books translated in Korean language (L1), also
called Manhwa. Many Manwha books were translated from Japanese Manga books.
Through internet searches, I learned that there are some parts of translation that had
different nuances from the original books. I started looking for more “original'' content
from Japan, which led me to learn about Japanese pop culture. I started reading
magazines that introduced Japanese pop culture, including Japanese animation, pop
songs, TV shows, and TV stars. What I watched and read were my Japanese teachers. I
mimicked what I heard, trying to sing the songs as close to the original pronunciation as I
could. I memorized the entire context of where certain phrases were used, certain words
were used, and looked for culturally appropriate ways of saying them. I genuinely liked
what I heard, what I watched, and I could not have enough—I enjoyed the learning
process so much.
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I loved the entire learning process and the outcome of it, and I longed for the day
that I could finally use the ability to communicate with Japanese people in Japanese.
When I was able to visit Japan with my mom and my sister, I was thrilled. My mom was
also surprised that I was able to communicate with Japanese strangers. Culture of Japan
played an important role in motivating me to learn. Not only that, but I also used my first
language environment as my reference to learn more about the Japanese language. As I
watched more Japanese TV shows, I tried to understand why certain types of TV shows
were very popular among Japanese people, while the different types of TV shows were
more popular in Korea. I also read some articles written by authors who were bilingual in
Korean and Japanese, and the articles were published in both Korean and Japanese
languages. For example, many Japanese TV shows' motifs were from Manga. The
original contents, including characters and plots, were originally published in manga
forms, and then they were re-produced in the TV format. Whereas in Korea, the Manwha
genre was always underrated; it was an “only-for-children” genre. Most adults in Korean
looked down on reading Manhwa or Manga, thinking that they are only for leisure, and
only children younger than 10-11 years old should enjoy it. Manwha or Manga, to equate
in American culture, can be also described as graphic novels or cartoons. Such a
comparison of the two cultures eventually led me to compare the languages. Some
expressions existed in one language but did not in the other. Common Japanese phrase,
like “すみません。/su-mi-ma-sen/” (sorry) could be translated into many other Korean
phrases, depending on the context. But, I should come up with different Korean words
that match to the context where it is used. These little private studies ceased while I was
studying business in New York, until I graduated from college in 2012.
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In 2012 Summer, I was able to land a job in Tokyo. I was interviewing with an
American investment bank for an analyst position. One Japanese manager asked me if I
was willing to live in Japan, and I said “yes” without hesitation. It was my dream to live
in Japan. My interviewer asked what I liked about Japan, and I answered with what I
knew and understood about Japanese culture. That was what I had studied during my
entire teenage times. After 30 minutes of conversation, I had the position and I started
living in Japan in 2012.
The professional life in Japan, however, was very different from what I had
expected. Japan is known as the country with the longest working hours. Moreover, the
professional Japanese language that matches business etiquettes was different from what
I had used and spoken as well. I took formal lessons to learn professional Japanese. For
example, I had to teach myself how to answer phone calls from Japanese clients. Doing
things in Japanese ways, observing Japanese people in the street, talking like a Japanese
person, and listening to the conversations were all the strategies I used to teach myself
Japanese manners. It was also a way for me to connect to my Japanese colleagues and
Japanese society that I had entered into as an expat.
Similar to the way that I had to teach myself how to participate more in my
college classes, I had to teach myself how to be like a Japanese person. This learning
experience gave me a third identity associated Japanese language. When I answered the
phone, I tried to make myself appear and sound like a Japanese person to Japanese
clients. They would have been able to tell that I was a foreigner from my accent and my
name, but I tried. That was the way that I expressed and showed to Japanese people that I
was making an effort to understand the Japanese standards and to behave according to
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them. Visible efforts like learning language, more proactively speaking in Japanese
helped me socialize more with Japanese colleagues at work.
Also, as an Asian, I had to appear more like Japanese so compared to ‘White’
colleagues. By appearances, they are “forever foreigners,” but I was not. One day, I went
to a restaurant to grab lunch with a colleague who was White. He was Italian American.
His Japanese language was far better than mine; his wife was Japanese; he understood
more difficult Japanese business news without any difficulties. When the server arrived,
she turned her body to me and asked if we were ready to order. My colleague started
ordering food, but she did not turn to him, while I did not say any words. Later, he spoke
to me in English, “they think I am gaijin (meaning a foreigner in Japanese).” By
appearance, some Japanese people expected me to act like a Japanese and talk like a
Japanese, but I was still one of those “forever foreigners.” It was very similar to the
experience that I had in the United States, conforming myself to the mainstream culture
and language of the country, yet a sense of belonging was somewhat lost.
This power of mainstream culture also existed in Japan, and even amongst the
Japanese people. I learned, spoke and worked in the most standard form of Japanese,
which is Japanese used in Tokyo. Whenever I visited other cities, I could hear different
dialects. Some of the dialects were impossible to understand, and such dialects were
never considered to be ‘standard.’ Most of my colleagues from different areas of Japan
knew how to use two languages: standard Japanese and dialect from their hometown.
During this period, I started reading books in Japanese and developed the initial
understanding about the history behind the languages that I knew. Some dialects of
Japanese were shunned and associated with stereotypes casually expressed in Japanese
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culture. Japanese spoken and used in the Tokyo area was called “Kanto-ben.” Japanese
spoken and used in the Osaka/Kyoto area was called “Kansai-ben.” “Kansai-ben”
sounded like it had a stronger accent and included some unique local phrases only used in
the Osaka/Kyoto area. People from Kansai regions were often characterized as strong
headed, less sophisticated, and funny in many Japanese TV shows. It has some historical
background; Tokyo became the capital of Japan in 1868, and the capital before that was
Kyoto. Since 1868, the power that was centered in Kyoto has slowly moved to Tokyo.
(Spacey, 2012). This also meant the political power shift from Shogun to Emperor. I
observed that the specific values admired or shunned in Japanese society were mirrored
in the languages and how dialects were interpreted in Japanese society. Overall, my stay
in Tokyo gave me a great chance to compare Japanese, English, and Korean culturally
and linguistically.
Thanks to such experience, I particularly enjoyed reading some works that
addressed comparative studies while I was studying at Bank Street. One of the course
readings was Patterns of Narrative Discourse: A Multicultural, Life Span Approach
(McCabe & Bliss, 2003). I read the discourse analysis of Asian American English and the
analysis of European American English Analysis with a strong interest. For example,
some of the observations found in the book was a partial confirmation of what I had
observed in Japan. For example, McCabe and Bliss (2013) found that Asian Americans
tend to show reticence, compared to European American speakers. My theory to explain
such a trend is that they do not want to appear to be rude to the listeners by taking so
much time talking about too many details. While I was reading it, I came up with many
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theories that explained the possible “whys” behind their findings that I could not prove,
but I enjoyed the thinking process.
I also read these types of articles with a hope to find out how Asian Americans
appear to European North American speakers, because I always wanted to ask, “whether
I was American/Japanese enough to the eyes of Americans/Japanese.” Even now, after
spending a third of my life in this country, I still ask this question. I probably had picked
up this question when I moved back to the United States for work.
When I moved back to the United States to work at the same American company
from Japan, I was more sensitive to how standard English is represented as the language
of power in the company. That was thanks to all the cognitive leisure that I had in Japan.
Just like how I built another identity associated with the Japanese language, I had to
rebuild the one associated with the English language. (I would call it rebuilding, because
language used in school settings was different from language used in work settings.) this
time, I was an “Asian immigrant who used to work in Japan, but not Japanese, but
Korean, used to study in New York,” and categorized as an “Asian American.” The
Asians in the company represented Asian Americans in the United States, particularly in
the New York/New Jersey Area.
In company, most people of Asian descent used the silence tactic when they
talked to people from the higher management, including myself. It is not surprising that
they mostly used the silence tactic as none of the Asians were in senior management.
When I walked into the senior managers’ offices, I saw people of European descent. In
many department-wide meetings, Asians were very quiet; in fact, Asian Americans had a
reputation for their quietness and had a program to promote them to speak up. Also, the
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term, “Asians” was used to include many different cultures and nationalities, including
people from the Middle East, South Eastern Asia, and India. It was a very confusing
term, because Asians from different nationalities did not really interact with each other.
Korean colleagues talked to other Korean colleagues in Korean; Chinese colleagues only
talked to Chinese colleagues.
This was not an “Asian” phenomenon—many of my colleagues were also close to
only those who were from the same ethnicity; Black affinity group members were only
close to those in the same group; Latinx affinity group members were always together.
Each group spoke different languages, and although we communicated in English when
we were working together, I could not interpret them. Some context-specific words were
only shared and used within certain affinity groups. I also hung out with Asian
colleagues, Korean colleagues, in particular. To this day, it still makes me wonder if that
was a truly cooperative working environment. Were we really a singular group of people?
Was there really teamwork? The company based in New York with 30,000+ employees
around the world advertises itself as a global corporate that promotes diversity.
Nevertheless, what I saw there were bubbles of segregation. There were glass walls
between people, and they were thicker than the ones that I saw in college. Ethnosegregation was not new to me; it also existed in schools. But at work, with the hierarchy
of the organization strongly attached to race and ethnicity, I felt like I would not be able
to progress there. Asian affinity group was the smallest out of all affinity groups. There
was none for the White. I was speaking in English, but I was silent. I spoke, but my
words seemed to be not going anywhere. I was powerless in that organization.
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This frustration was very similar to the experiences described in the first few
pages of the Silenced Dialogue. (Delpit, 1995) The Silenced Dialogue discusses five
aspects of power. Delpit says that “there are codes or rules for participating in power, that
is, there is a “culture of power” and the rules of the culture of power are a reflection of
the rules of the culture of those who have power” (Delpit, 1995, p. 25). The dominant
culture at my company was very much centered on White males. My department in the
New Jersey office had zero African American managers, one woman manager, zero
Latinx American managers, and zero Asian managers. They also had their own Sunday
outings, wine parties, and weekend meetings at beach houses. That was only for certain
people.
Delpit concludes that members of any culture transmit information implicitly to
co-members. But she also adds that when implicit codes are attempted across cultures,
communication frequently breaks down. When I read this, I reflected on my behavior
back in the company in Japan, in the United States. This was why I kept questioning
myself if I was American/Japanese enough, because I felt there were some codes that I
was not invited to interpret. What was it that I was missing? By the time that I left the
company, I started to ask a different question. What does it mean by being
American/Japanese in the first place?
I concluded that languages are highly associated with where the ‘users of this
language’ associate themselves, based on my experience which serves as empirical
evidence. And language becomes a part of self-image. I examined, scrutinized, and sized
myself using the measure of culture of power and language of power. It led me to the
same conclusion over and over again that I was the one who had to change and conform
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more to obtain such powers. My English was not enough, I was not American enough,
my Japanese was not good enough, and I was not Japanese enough. But it may not be
true. Maybe it is no longer a matter of my efforts to assimilate or to learn culture; maybe
it is the question itself. What does it mean to be an American and what does it mean to be
a Japanese? After all these years, I think of all the possibilities that the words like
“American” or “Japanese” could entail without excluding anyone—anyone like me. After
I started working at schools, I realized that it is hard to have a conversation about the
power of culture in language with my students, but it is an important one. This is why I
dedicate Part 3 to what I experienced at school.
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Part 3:
Chapter 4: 2019, What does it mean to be a teacher? Smile!
“Perception is everything.” The first time I heard this was when I was working at
the Tokyo office of an American investment bank. My manager was not able to recall
where she heard this phrase for the first time, but she told me this phrase so that I could
be more aware of how others perceive me. I had to come up with my own ways to build a
positive perception of myself, so that I could be successful in the corporate that I was
working then. This phrase lingered in my mind for some time because it came across as a
surprise. Before I entered the corporate world, I was unconcerned by how people would
perceive me.
Perception is a subjective, cognitive action. To me, it seems like it is a collection
of all the visual, aural, verbal, and contextual information processed with a few judgment
calls and beliefs. As I discussed in the earlier Chapter 2 from Part 2, the belief that
“learning” is associated with “speaking” can cause a person to develop a negative
perception of someone who fails to demonstrate speakership. Such perception, however,
is not independent of the cultural context. Silence is perceived to be ignorance in
American culture; silence is perceived as modesty and knowing in a different part of the
world. I kept what she said in my mind, because that maxim helped me navigate my
career in that company. I carried the same idea even after I left the company, to my
graduate school, applied the same to language, and to race.
A while ago, I was talking to my friend about how insecure I feel about my
English language, yet I no longer share this with anyone. I explained to her, this was
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because I noticed that some people started correcting my English pronunciation and
giving me free, small English lessons as soon as they learned that I moved to this country
when I was 19 years old. The topics of those free lessons are varied from “do you know
what American expression, “an apple does not fall far from its tree?” to “Months, do not
add /s/ at the end of “months,” when you say it.” I genuinely appreciate such lessons,
especially when they cover words and phrases from urban dictionaries that I don't really
know. Interestingly, such lessons start without my consent, out of context. In the worst
cases, it builds a negative perception of me in others’ minds that I do not speak English
well.
What surprises me, though, is that people start giving me fewer lessons when I do
not share that I am not from the U.S. Such empirical evidence made me come up with my
secret theory that what they know about my status influenced their perception of my
ability to speak in the English language. Or, perhaps, me being an Asian American might
have influenced the perception of my spoken English language, making them feel more
willing to teach me the English language with an assumption that I would not know it.
Whenever such small lessons start, I wonder if they would do the same to non-Asians
who speak English less fluently.
This theory remained covert until I received this research from my mentor, “Does
seeing an Asian face make speech sound more accented?” by Zheng and Samuel (2017).
The paper starts with Rubin’s study from 1992.
In Rubin’s (1992) study, American undergraduates saw a picture of a face (either
an Asian or a dark-haired Caucasian, matched in physical attractiveness) while
hearing a passage that had been recorded by a native speaker of American
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English. After the passage, the participants were given a listening comprehension
test, and were asked to give judgments of how accented the speech was, the
potential teaching competence of the speaker, etc. Rubin found that when the
photograph had been of an Asian face, students reported hearing an accent that
did not exist. Moreover, participants’ listening comprehension performance was
poorer in the Asian face condition than in the Caucasian face condition. (Zheng
and Samuel, 2017, p. 1841)
Rubin, along with other researchers, designed and conducted similar tests, and “stated
that ‘when students perceived—whether rightly or wrongly—high levels of foreign
accentedness, they judged speakers to be poor teachers’” (Rubin & Smith, as cited in
Zheng and Samuel, 2017, p. 1842). They also noted that such “perception” of listeners
towards Asian Americans who speak English language may give unfair disadvantages to
Asian Americans, due to their appearances. “The phenomenon that certain beliefs about
the speakers (e.g., non-native speakers) could affect how their speech is evaluated (e.g.,
accentedness, intelligibility), has been called ‘reverse linguistic stereotyping’” (Kang &
Rubin, 2009, as cited in Zheng and Samuel, 2017, p. 1842).
Such stereotyping also occurs with non-verbal communication. Right after the
demo lesson as a student-teacher at the urban public school, my head teacher gave me
some feedback. I had just taught a lesson on the properties of water, a science lesson for
first graders. My lesson went a little over time, and it was never easy to deal with 28 first
graders in a crowded room. It was quite a precious time, as my head teacher was always
loaded with so much work. She had to execute her social studies curriculum-based
projects, on top of parent-teacher conferences, along with assessments. Her school also
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made her come to work early to help 5th graders prepare for state performance tests.
Before this lesson, I tried to ask questions, and tried to be amicable as much as possible,
but I always felt a little hesitant to ask her questions. She told me that she would like me
to leave her alone for lunch, and we never had lunch together during my assignment.
Besides, I was already very overwhelmed, doing lunch duty every day and adjusting to
the first-grade classroom. First grade was overly energetic, and my head was spinning
around with new curriculums, public school systems, and graduate school classes. Since
we did not have enough time together, I was looking forward to hearing her feedback. It
was finally the time we could actually have some conversation.
As she continued giving me some feedback on my lesson, she mentioned a couple
of things about classroom management and pacing of the lesson. She also gave me some
comments on how to stir up students-driven discussions, and at the end of the feedback,
she added: “Maybe it comes with experience, and you may get better as time goes by,”
she paused, then “I don't know, you don't look excited.” I was so taken aback by the
comment and I immediately looked down, trying not to show my face to her, and asked,
“I don’t look excited?” “Teacher's job is teaching, but the teacher also should model
some enthusiasm for learning. “After that was a kind of a blur, but I clearly remember
that I thought to myself, “this must be about smiling.”
Probably, I knew that it was about smiling right away, because many people gave
me comments about my facial expression before. In 2008, when I first went to college,
some people would ask me if I was angry or had something bad going on, and I would
say that there was absolutely nothing going on. I was probably thinking of what to eat for
dinner. Then they would go, “how come you are not smiling?” Then, I would ask, “why
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do you have to smile?” The answers were never convincing enough for me. In fact, it
always made me wonder why everyone smiles so much all the time in this country? They
must be very happy people, I thought. Smiling never occurred to me as something that I
must do until I was getting ready for job interviews. While I was preparing for the job
interviews, other Asian-American friends who already went through the process would
say, “just smile when you go there. That is what they do.” Smiling, as I recall, was
something that I had to learn when I was learning the English language in Korea.
Particularly, the teachers from the United States or Canada told students to smile when
they say hi.
However, smiling was not a thing for me, just like the high-pitched voice tone and
short puppetry my head teacher did at the beginning of her lessons. This head teacher
used a high-pitched voice and a doll, sometimes, to bring attention from students to her
lessons, and that was just not who I was. While I was teaching in the class after that
feedback, I tried to mimic her a lot. I started using the puppet and I tried to smile more.
She was a successful headteacher in all measures; her teacher rating was high, her
organization skills were perfect, her communication was clear, and her execution of the
projects was thorough. Many times, I knew she was not excited, but she made efforts to
smile. However, the teachers that I experienced as a learner rarely smiled. The
seriousness of the matter was expressed with a stern, quite stiff facial expressions on
teachers’ faces. The more important the topic was, the more serious the teachers’ faces
would be. Teachers and adult-figures rarely smiled in my memories, unless they were
extremely happy.
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Krys et al. (2016) conducted experiments on smiling—whether smiling would
mean differently in other cultures. They found that smiles can be perceived differently,
depending on the social contexts.
[T]his cross-cultural study illuminates surprising nuances of up-to-now seemingly
clear and obvious processes of smile perception. Although numerous studies
suggest that smiling individuals are perceived favorably, we document that the
same person may be judged as less intelligent when smiling than when posing a
neutral expression in some cultures . . . Our study underscores the importance of
the cultural framework in understanding nonverbal communication process and
reveals that although positive traits are usually attributed to smiling persons,
perception of this common nonverbal signal may have unexpected negative
implications in some cultures. (Krys et al. 2016, pp.113-114)
Therefore, from both verbal and non-verbal communications, I was being
misunderstood. I was perceived as a not-so-enthusiastic student teacher in my classroom.
However, such perception is highly influenced by the culture of those who make that
judgment call. In other words, sometimes the concepts that I try to get across get lost
when my listeners try to understand me with their own cultural frameworks, and this
process is totally subconscious. The problem is that it is hard for me to go into their
minds. The question is whether those who make such interpretations, including myself,
are aware and conscious of it when they make one to avoid such misperception.
More research that uses brain scanning presents more evidence to support the
disconnect of communication, especially between Eastern thinkers and Western thinkers.
Goldberg from the New York Times (2008) wrote an article about the list of research
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focused on “East-West differences.” In several experiments, Easterners—mostly Korean,
Chinese, and Japanese—and Westerners, mostly Americans, are given some cognitive
tasks such as finding lengths of strings. The way Easterners find the length and the way
Westerners find the length is different; Easterners find the length of a string by
comparing it to the square, whereas Westerners find the length by estimating. This
experiment highlights the difference between Western culture, where people “think of
themselves as highly independent entities” and “East Asian cultures [that] stress
interdependence” (Goldberg, 2008, par. 2). “When looking at scenes, Westerners tend to
focus on central objects more than on their surroundings . . . Easterners take in a scene,
they tend to focus more on the context as well as the object” (Goldberg, 2008, par. 3). All
this research says one thing: there are cultural differences that profoundly impact
cognitive activities including perception and interpretation. Gabrieli, one of the
researchers cited in this article, says: "[c]ulture is not changing how you see the world,
but rather how you think and interpret" (Goldberg, 2008, par. 20).
The consequence of such interpretation was me being misinterpreted by my
headteacher during my lessons. Despite my appearance, in my mind, circumstantial
evidence supports my enthusiasm; showing up every morning at 8:15 AM for a non-paid
student teaching position, giving up a very well paid job as a corporate worker to become
a teacher, standing next to 28 first grade students covering lunch duty in cold weather,
and spending 3-4 hours to prepare just one lesson time per day. Lacking enthusiasm was
the last phrase that I would have thought to hear in my feedback. Furthermore, in my
Korean cultural context, enthusiasm does not equate to smiling—quite the opposite!
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Serious face is what signifies enthusiasm. I decided to accommodate, and I started to
smile more, while feeling dejected inside.
When in Rome, do as the Romans do, they say. Well, I am in Rome. I smiled
more in my next placement at a fourth-grade classroom. I had far better teaching
experience, but not sure it was all because of the smile. I guess perception is, indeed,
everything. However, I wonder if that should be the case when it comes to children I
teach. That led me to observe Ethan.

Chapter 5: 2019, Child Study of Ethan: On being understood
I met Ethan (pseudonym) at a public school when I was a student teacher. This 6year-old child was physically smaller compared to the rest of his other 27 classmates. Out
of 28, five students were Asians: one Korean student, one Japanese student, Ethan, and
two Chinese ENL students. His voice was not loud but had a high-pitched tone, which
made his voice distinctively audible. Almost everyone could hear his whisper (which
Ethan had thought to be a whisper) in his classroom. Ethan had black, short hair, neatly
cut. His skin was fair complexioned. Racially, he was identified as Asian by his looks. He
was of Taiwanese descent.6
While Ethan was not able to speak fluently in Mandarin, he claimed that he could,
and many observed him speaking intently and intensely to two ENL students from
Shanghai, China, trying to communicate to them in Mandarin Chinese. His efforts to get
along with other Chinese speakers often did not come to any fruition. Often, the

6

Ethan (pseudonym) is of Taiwanese descent. While he will be addressed later as Chinese. This is not to
equate Taiwan and China—I am merely copying language Ethan used to describe himself.
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exclusivity of these two students’ friendship left Ethan with no responses. This led Ethan
to choose different methods to communicate to them, which made them feel annoyed.
Ethan would poke one of them, or bump into them.
Besides these two students, Ethan’s teacher, my head teacher, was the person
about whom he cared the most. Ethan enjoyed writing and was good at math. He
produced his writing in many pages of a “book.” The concept of a book in his mind was
almost identical to that of letters or journal entries in a diary. Ethan would write pages
and pages with only one particular audience in his mind: his headteacher, Tina
(pseudonym). He would write stories like about his father taking him to a sports game
and would drop that book on Tina’s cabinet. The pages were colored, and pages were
neatly stapled. Sometimes the pages were bound by stripes of duct tapes. During my short
assignment, I observed at least twice that Ethan wrote books, pages, and cards to Tina.
He seemed to be writing to communicate with others, but mostly, with his teacher, Tina.
Ethan’s teacher, Tina, made tremendous efforts to emphasize social justice, a communitycentered social studies curriculum in her classroom of 28 students where she was the only
teacher. She was a great classroom manager, too. She utilized a glockenspiel, call-andresponse, and other sensory classroom management tools constantly throughout the day.
In my second week of student teaching, Ethan did something very interesting. My
head teacher had to be outside of school for her professional development. I was teaching
a math lesson about measuring. After the mini-lesson, I sent students from the rug area to
their individual working spots at tables, except for a few students who needed to work
more closely with me. Ethan was one of them, and he had been paired up with one of the
students in the group. While I was talking to one of the students in the rug area, Ethan
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decided to sit on a teacher’s chair and started calling out “STOP, LOOK, and LISTEN.”
This was one of the classroom management tools that my head teacher often used, which
utilizes call and response style. When the teacher called, “stop, look, and listen,” then
students responded “okay,” and they would locate the teacher.
Ethan, once noticing that students were getting confused, did not stop and
continued to call “stop, look, and listen” over three times. His voice was not loud, but his
consistent calls made more than half of the students in the classroom look where he was.
After that, Ethan laughed as if it were funny. His laughter seemed to be a mixture of
amusement and embarrassment, but the reason behind his laughter was quite unclear.
This particular moment that Ethan pretended as if he were a teacher made me wonder
what Ethan got out of the situation by doing so. What was it that he really wanted? What
jumped to my mind was that it could be Ethan's desire to share some of the power that
teachers had to control the class or get attention from everyone in the room. What
surprised me was why I interpreted his behavior in such a way. What made my mind to
interpret his behavior as his desire to be an authority figure in class? The reaction from
other teachers to this observation and his behavior was completely different from mine,
after all, they had a long history with Ethan—Ethan had a reputation as a troublemaker.
Unlike four other students of various Asian ethnicities in his class, Ethan often
called out in class and exhibited challenging behaviors. Stereotypical images of the
characteristics of Asian children, such as diligence, self-sacrifice, and passivity
(Pettersen, 1966; Wong et al., 1998; Yoon & Gentry, 2009), often demonstrated by the
four other Asian students, were seldom observed in Ethan. Such characteristics were also
often praised by Tina, in front of the class as well as individually. Tina would call out the
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Japanese student and praise her during dismissal for how she helps out Tina so often
without any prompting. Another (Korean) student would often be called on to give the
right answers by Tina, period after period. The other two ENL students were still learning
the English language, so they were praised whenever they spoke English words.
However, Ethan was not passive, but assertive; Ethan was not self-sacrificing but selfpromoting. He wanted to stand out. This tendency made his social interactions with his
classmates difficult. Whenever he got frustrated in social situations, he smacked his lips,
and he would glare at others. Often his efforts to solve problems caused more troubles.
From Ethan’s perspective which was situated in an Asian family cultural context, the
adult figure in the classroom who had the most power who could resolve any issues was
Tina.
Adults and adult figures play a key role in Asian cultures7. The parents tend to
stay with children for a longer time, compared to Western parents (Nisbett, 2003). East
Asian parents tend to stay with their babies for a longer time when they are infants,
including sleeping together in the same bed. Parents, especially mother figures play an
important role in what children choose or think (Iyenger and Lepper, as cited in Nisbett,
2003, pp.58-59). Western parents tend to emphasize the objects and supply information
about the objects like asking names of objects or telling them what they are. (Nisbett,
2003, p. 59). Asian parents, different from Western parents, also emphasize the feelings
of others as they parent their children. They even ask children to walk in the shoes of
objects. “Japanese mothers are likely to use feeling-related words when children

7

Asian cultures in this context refer to Northern Eastern Asian cultures collectively: Chinese, Korean,
Japanese cultures.
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misbehave: . . . ‘The toy is crying because you threw it.8’” (Nisbett, 2003 p. 59).
“Focusing on feelings and social relations as Asian parents tend to do, helps children to
anticipate the reactions of other people with whom they will have to coordinate their
behavior” (Nisbett, 2003, p. 59). Such a difference in parenting fosters children to accept
authority figures differently as well as themselves. Children learn how to view
themselves as a part of others, and consequently, authority figures or parents tend to carry
more significance as they spend a lot of time with them. Children also see that adults
provide security for the same reasons.
Van Campen and Russell (2010) write that Asian American parents may appear
stricter and lacking in warmth, compared to Western parents. While their interpretation
itself is based on a Western concept of “what warmth is shown and represented,” such
observed strictness reflects Asian immigrant parents’ belief that control is not only
necessary, but a key responsibility for parents. To these parents, strictness is an attempt to
protect children, not inhibit them. In other words, control and warmth are defined
differently for Asian parents, so authoritarian parenting would be culturally interpreted
differently.
The below figure shows how different cultures perceive authority figures show
both China and Japan are marked in a very hierarchical end.
Figure 3
Attitude towards “authority”

8

I personally believe that this has something to do with religious practice in Japan. Shin-to believes that
objects like trees and rocks have spirits.
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The cultural values permeate Asian people’s social life. In Asian cultures,
individuals have their own places in the context of the group to which they belong. These
places can be perceived to be permanent, but when an individual wants to shake up such
placement, including the hierarchy, to get what one wants, that individual has to act
differently, even if that means that he or she has to challenge authority by asking
questions, like Ethan.
While asking questions to authority figures is generally accepted in Western
culture, it is not common for Asian children to ask questions to authority figures.
Authority figures, on the other hand, hold power to change the group members’
situations. Ethan wanted to effect change by acting like a teacher, and that was why I
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interpreted his “misbehavior” as “his efforts to change the current situation: Ethan was
willing to be perceived as a troublemaker to get what he wanted.”
Culture not only impacted his interaction with Tina, but his interaction with peers.
Research finds that many Chinese American families raise their children differently from
White, European American parents. “In Asian American culture, parents support their
children and regulate their behavior, but in very different ways than white American
parents” (Van Campen & Russell, 2010). These cultural differences impact many aspects
of socialization of children as their main social interactions have been built with their
family members. The Research Link article from University of Arizona mentions that:
Chinese parents are not necessarily driven to control their children; instead, they
are expected to teach their children how to maintain harmony with others. For
example, emotional expression is considered harmful to one’s health and
relationships, and children are encouraged to avoid it. Such practices create the
context for “saving face.” This value or behavior is related to shame because it
rewards conformity to society’s expectations for propriety and harmony. (Van
Campen & Russell, 2010, par. 7)
This cultural value of maintaining harmony with others also seemed to be playing a key
role in his play pattern as well. Ethan’s play choice during recess was always soccer. In
his group, he always took his role as a goalkeeper, and this group seemed to be a small
society for him. He was not happy with it. His facial expressions were not excited
because he could not chase the ball like other children. Yet, he accepted this role every
day to maintain the harmony of his group of friends who play soccer, and his friends
praised him for taking this role, which reinforced him assuming the same responsibility
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every day. However, he did not speak about this matter to his friends verbally while his
frustration was often observed in his face: Ethan’s lips making a straight, horizontal line,
and his cheeks getting tense. During my observation he said, “oh, man. I hate it” (that he,
Ethan, had to play a goalkeeper all the time)” only once. Ethan wanted to play other
roles. He could not take his eyes off from the ball even when his shoelaces were loose.
He conformed and conformed but there was no reward for him from this small hierarchy.
I cannot recall one day that he played a role other than a goalkeeper. He was never the
first choice from his peers during the choice time. This was not the “reward” that he was
expecting to receive for “the conformity to society’s expectations for propriety and
harmony” (Van Campen & Russell, 2010, par. 7).
Such non-verbal expressions would mean a lot if Ethan were with a group of other
Asian children. An emphasis on “others and the feelings of others” in Asian cultures is to
create harmony. This results in an accurate awareness of the feelings and attitudes of
others (Nisbett, 2003, p. 59). Nisbett points out that “the relative sensitivity to others’
emotions is reflected in tacit assumptions about the nature of communication” (2003, p.
60). While Westerners teach children to communicate clearly, Asians teach children to
listen well. “It is the hearer’s responsibility to understand what is being said” in Asian
cultural context (Nisbett, 2003, p. 61). If there were many more other Asian children,
they might have noticed that Ethan was very unhappy about his situation, and Ethan
might have shown such expressions, expecting others to understand his feelings. He
might have wanted others to acknowledge how self-sacrificing he was to maintain
harmony with others. The cultural differences might have created mutual
incomprehension in his social interactions with peers, which consequently resulted in
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Ethan’s frustration, and the sociogram of his class supported it. To create the sociogram, I
asked all students in class “who would you like to have lunch with?” Ethan’s first choice
was Tina. When I told him that you cannot pick teachers, Ethan chose one of his peers
who had a great relationship with Tina. On the other hand, out of 27 students, no one
picked Ethan as a first choice. Ethan seemed to be isolated in the class.
Ethan, therefore, had to do something to feel connected, and chose to write to
Tina. The only adult figure in the classroom whom Ethan believed to be controlling the
situation. He wrote a picture book for Tina with pages and pages of the stories and would
leave them on Tina’s desk.
Out of all the writings Ethan did for Tina, there was a particular letter that was
very significant between Tina and Ethan. This card was on Tina’s desk on Monday
morning. I saw the card placed on Tina’s cabinet. It was an apology letter. On the
preceding Friday, Tina heard some students whispering, “Ethan put money in his
backpack.” Soon, one of the children came to Tina and told her that Ethan put coins (real
coins) from the classroom’s play area into his backpack. Those coins were meant to stay
in class. Ethan had to face serious consequences from Tina as well as the principal of the
school. Tina asked Ethan to see if Ethan had any explanations. Ethan told Tina that he
was going to put the coins into the charity bin in the classroom, but Tina was not
convinced, because she found coins from his backpack. Tina, who felt very frustrated at
this point, thought that she needed to take some time off from interacting with Ethan, and
told Ethan so. He asked, “does that mean you don’t want me to be in your class
anymore?” This was a highly emotional moment, deeply saddening to hear for both Tina
and Ethan. The card from Ethan was an apology letter for Tina. Ethan wrote: “I am sorry
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for stealing. I will not lie to you. You will trust me.” This was a very clear, concise letter
from Ethan that contained his desire to deliver his ideas about what happened, and his
feelings about the incident. “Trust” was a strong word choice Ethan used, and the
relationship with Tina mattered a lot to Ethan.
There were better days—Ethan’s positive interactions with adults were observed
when adults assigned special responsibilities to Ethan. One day, Tina gave him colored
chalks to play with during recess so that Ethan would be able to use them at the school
yard when he could not play soccer with other children. Tina mentioned that Ethan would
be in charge of these materials. During this recess, Ethan shared colored chalks in a
responsible way with his peers and remembered that he had to take the chalks back to
Tina. He was very generous; he did not turn down any children from his class who
wanted to use the chalks. When Ethan realized he and other children used up all the
colored chalks, he asked me to explain to Tina that he behaved in a responsible manner.
Adult figures at school often wanted to use “delegating responsibility” or “assigning
teacher-like tasks” as strategies to deal with Ethan’s misbehaviors. This, on the other
hand, probably made Ethan more desperate to seek help from authority figures in the
classroom. I wondered, often, if such strategies are from deep cultural and racial
understanding of Ethan, or merely from classroom management tactics—because it
became apparent to me that it might have made Ethan more desperate for help from
authority figures. It was apparent that he was quite aware of some of the highly
problematic ways in which his race and culture were perceived by others in the
classroom.
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According to Stages in Children’s development of racial/cultural identity &
attitudes by Louise Derman-Sparks, by the age of five and six, children are “aware of and
exploring the meaning of the several aspects of their self and/or group identities (racial,
cultural, gender,) and the societal messages about them” (2012, par. 22). They also “show
evidence of societal messages affecting how they feel about their self and/or group
identity, i.e., evidence of beginnings of internalized superiority (IS) or internalized
oppression (IO)” (Derman-Sparks, 2012, par. 24). Children of this age “may select to
play only with children close to their gender and racial/cultural identities but may also
reject members of their own racial/cultural group (e.g. darker skinned African American
children, Spanish-speaking Latino children).” When an adult asked Ethan: “Where are
you from/who is not from New York?” Ethan raised his hand and said that he was from
China even though he knew that he was born in New York. I found Ethan’s answer
interesting: because it seemed like he was categorizing himself by his racialized
appearance, such as skin and hair colors, which is Asian. Then, he categorized himself as
Chinese, by ethnicity, that is the closest to his knowledge. It was clear that Ethan was
ostracized from his peers, and the relationship that Ethan wanted to have with Tina was
not going so well.
Observing Ethan was hard, and I made all the possible efforts to be careful with
my own biases towards perceiving Asians in a positive light and perceiving myself as
very knowledgeable about Asians because of my own Asian identity. What I observed
was that Ethan wanted to be empowered by solidifying his ethnicity, and by connecting
to his peers who speak the language of his heritage. However, his peers as well as Ethan
are in the place where they have to speak in English, and then get complimented when
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they only speak in English. Ethan, however, wanted to speak in Mandarin, the language
that he seemed to be connected to. In some ways, Ethan did not have the strong Asian
identity that his newly arrived immigrant Chinese peers had, and he wanted to claim his
fluency in Mandarin Chinese speaking so that he could connect and socialize in a way
that he was familiar with and would connect him to the only other Chinese children in the
class. Ethan saw his two Chinese peers receive a lot of attention from his other classmates
because they could not speak much English yet and they were intrigued by their
Mandarin language use. However, Ethan’s desire to speak in Mandarin was useless in the
context of a classroom where no one was interested in his ethnic background since he
was fluent in English, and where English was the language that was reinforced. I often
wondered, “will Ethan feel empowered after he finishes the first grade?”
Ethan stood out in many ways, and I only observed him for about three months.
He was an Asian child who did not fit any stereotypes of Asian children, but he was
being an Asian in his own way. Ethan’s behaviors that were seemingly inappropriate
might have been his efforts to gain some power as a human being, as a peer, and as a
child. By getting on the chair and telling kids to stop, look, and listen, or by giving out
directions whenever a student teacher tried to give instructions, he seemed to be striving
to get this power, the valuable resource to change the situation that he was not happy
with. This—his efforts to borrow power from the figure of authority, a teacher— told me
that his vision of himself in relation to other people was very hierarchical. And in that
framework, he wasn't particularly equal to anyone. He perceived himself as someone who
had to desire power, and to Ethan, the classroom worked according to Tina. Everyone
else followed what Tina told them to do. The power that comes with authority has
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multiple channels to manifest power: the statements that teachers make about social
events, teachers’ judgment calls on disciplinary actions, classroom rules, or the choices
that teachers made for read alouds. Ethan gravitated towards Tina, thinking this authority
could turn things around for him.
But who taught him that he was powerless? Who taught that Ethan was not equal
with his peers in terms of power? Where did Ethan get this idea? Perhaps Ethan's cultural
background might have driven him to see the classroom in this way, but cultural clash in
the classroom most likely influenced his such worldview, I believe. I was also reminded
of my schooling experience, and how I also perceived teachers, adults as authority
figures.
As I observed Ethan and looked up all the relevant research related to how Asians
view authority, adults, and others, I was reminded of Delpit’s Silenced Dialogue which I
referred to in Chapter 3 of this thesis. When Delpit discusses the concept, power of
culture, she mentions that there are five aspects of “the culture of power.” One of them is
that “if you are already a participant in the culture of power, being told explicitly the
rules of that culture makes acquiring power easier” (1995, p.24). This is because of
cultural incomprehension when there are two different ways of thinking and perceiving—
everything.
In my personal reflection on my observation of Ethan, I wrote:
As I was reflecting on this, I was telling myself that I should find [more] research
that backs up my experience [and how I came to such an analysis on Ethan’s
behavior]. That was when I realized that I was not from the culture of power. The
first few pages of “the silenced dialogue,” Delpit shows the collection of
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nonwhite educators’ statements that describe the moments when they were
“silenced.” Delpit points out that when she published this article, as this article
did not have any references and citations, all the white educators asked for proof
that support the existence of “culture of power.”
I was trying to find a reference on my own personal reflection on Ethan’s
experience, and I realized I was making conscious efforts to prove myself. …
Many occasions when Ethan’s behavior made sense to me seemed to be not
making any sense in his classroom. That is why I chose being understood as a
subtitle of this child study. Will there be a time when Ethan will be understood so
that he can feel empowered by who he is?
The last question that I wrote is the question that I am asking myself. Will I be
able to feel empowered enough to claim that there is a place in America to stand as Asian
American here, now? Will I feel empowered enough to claim that I can teach children
when I am aware that I have little background from the culture of power?

Chapter 6: 2019, J and J’s mom
When I was teaching at an urban, progressive elementary school, I worked with a
Japanese student, J. I was thrilled to find out there is a student that I could communicate
in one of the languages that I felt comfortable speaking. Japanese was his first language
as well as home language, and his mom was more fluent in Japanese than she was in
English. J’s family moved to the United States for work, and his dad had to move back to
Japan for his work. J’s mom was essentially a caregiver of two children and was working
simultaneously.
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One day, J’s mom came to school and told me that J was experiencing some
interactions with his friends that could be detrimental to J. J’s mom’s discourse had
entailed some serious hurtful behaviors of J’s friends, and J’s mom found it hard to
describe such details in English, so she spoke to me in Japanese. Her language had a tone
of urgency, and from what I understood, I immediately knew and felt the seriousness of
the issue that she was bringing to school. Unless it is a serious matter that needs attention,
it is not common to bring up problems to figures of authority in Japanese culture. She
asked if there are any ways that the school could help J and his classmates by stepping
into this intricate relationship to mitigate.
As I was familiar with her culture, I understood her message and I let the senior
members of the school know immediately. The response was, “so, did she ask us to do
anything?” It made me pause for a moment. If I translate what she said in Japanese,
literally, then there was nothing she asked. But if I consider cultural context, she was
asking the school to step in and help J out. There were some reasons from the school's
point of view; the conversation that I had with J’s mother was in the Japanese language
that other teachers did not understand, therefore it is only a second-person story. One of
the comments I received from a colleague was is if she could repeat what she said to me
in English. I realized that this was the moment where J’s mom's communication got lost.
So did mine.
Speaking up is not really common in Asian cultures, to begin with. As it was
highlighted in chapter 2 of my work, and as my personal experience resonates, Asian
culture trains people as listeners. This is even more so in Japanese culture. Omoiyari
(akin to empathy) is something that Japanese parenting starts with. It begins with “what
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would you feel if you were in that person’s shoes, and what would you do to make this
person feel better?” Omoiyari is also a two-way thinking. This means I will think of your
shoes, but I also expect that you would think of my situation when we interact with each
other. This is an “unspoken” agreement. In listening culture, there can be “unspoken”
agreements between people where even the subtle gesture, changes of tone, and facial
expressions are used as communication. Li (2012) points out that “East Asians are known
for speaking with circumlocution and vagueness” and “[a]mbiguity in communication is
common” (p. 310). Such ambiguity is not a failure of communication, but a preference of
communication style to achieve a communicative goal.
East Asians use ambiguity in speech to accomplish many goals. I highlight
two common ones here. As many scholars have pointed out, East
Asians’ speaking leaves much greater room for interpretation in order to
achieve their goals. For example, in class, a teacher sees a student talk to
a peer, not paying attention to her instruction. Instead of calling out the
student’s name, which would embarrass the student, the teacher may say,
“There are people seeking others out to talk” (有人找別人講話). In fact,
in Chinese, the quantity in the phrase “there are people” (有人) is not
linguistically marked (owing to lack of morphology for quantity in Chinese).
For the whole class, it is not clear whom the teacher is referring to – a particular
peer, oneself, or everyone. Hearing this teacher comment, all children
become more attentive to the class. The child who actually sought
out another to chat is likely to stop. As observed by Agnes He in Chinese
language classes, this strategy of speaking is commonly used by teachers
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to achieve disciplinary results. It is worth noting that no student would
demand clarity in such a situation. Ambiguous speech is appropriately
delivered by the teacher and accepted cooperatively by students. (Li, 2012, p.
312).
When I first explained this particular cultural difference to my White colleagues,
one of them commented that such society is awfully tiring, just to hear. While seemingly
tired, the perception that inferring and thinking for others’ would be tiring mental, social
work is only the result of cultural assessment. Therefore, the fact that J’s mom
approached me and shared her concerns with me was not only sharing her concerns, but
she was conveying her expectation that I would share the same with senior members of
the school, and I did.
This also highlights how Asian American parents perceive schools. J’s mom had
multiple barriers that she had to overcome when she wanted to communicate with school.
Sohn and Wang (2006) find that Asian parents in general, and Korean parents
specifically, experience “language barriers,” “cultural issues,” and “discrimination
issues” when they communicate with schools (pp. 128-129). Language barriers are
straightforward; Asian moms often do not speak English well enough to communicate
with the teachers. That was most likely why J’s mom approached me to communicate.
She knew she could communicate to me and I would understand her, according to her
cultural context. Sohn and Wang (2006) report that “[c]ultural differences tend to have a
more substantive impact in building meaningful relationships between parents and
teachers” (pp. 127- 128).
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Korean parents have cultural beliefs regarding schools, teachers, and parents’
involvement that are different from those of most Americans. In Korea, school
matters are usually delegated to teachers. Even though Korean parents have their
own opinions or suggestions about their children’s education, they tend to defer to
the teacher, which is regarded as a demonstration of respect for the teachers’
authority. (Sohn & Wang, 2006, p. 128)
Such expectations cannot be communicated to American teachers successfully in Asian
communication style that prefers ambiguity. Sohn and Wang (2012) conclude that both
Asian parents and non-Asian teachers should work together to diminish such gaps in
communication.
Such cultural differences should also be considered when teachers communicate
with Asian children. Speaking up and directly sharing opinions in class is commonly set
as a goal for students with Asian cultural backgrounds. One day, my head teacher and
math specialist started talking about how fast J’s computation was, yet he never spoke up
during math classes. J is a quiet student, he would only give a very short response to the
questions that ask his feelings, even the question like how he was doing today.
First of all, as I explained in chapter 5 of part 3 of this thesis, I knew the cultural
context that Japanese children would not perceive adult figures as people whom they feel
free to talk to. Not only that, Japanese, the language itself—at least, the oral language
part—is not an expressive one. They are taught to hide their feelings since their
childhood, and adults in house are considered to be authority figures, rather than friends,
by children. Despite the various individual characteristics, in all the classrooms I visited,
the goals for Asian students included “speaking up in front of the class.”
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What if the American culture and the English language used in classrooms make
teachers set up learning goals that are seemingly unrelated to children’s cultures? Most
classroom communications are followed by certain cultural expectations of speaking up.
Should the teachers be worried about the English language development that may be
hindered because of the cultural background of English language learners? Should the
teachers force children to speak up in class? Or should the teachers provide alternative
ways to communicate in classrooms?
I believe that teachers should provide different ways to communicate to the
students who prefer to communicate differently, because it seems wrong to me to ask
students to change who they are to accommodate the cultural norms they do not feel
comfortable with, because that makes J, no longer J. J is quiet, but that does not mean
that he has to achieve “speaking more.” Maybe J has to be in the classroom where J is
okay to be J. Bucholtz, Casillas, and Lee (2017) argue that“[L]anguage and culture are
not only resources to be sustained, but are themselves forms of sustenance that nurture
the identities of young people of color” (p. 54). Since I am multilingual myself, I always
had this feeling that I was developing three different identities, depending on which
language I speak in which cultural context. Like my story from chapter 2, I had to speak
up when I did not want to. I kept practicing it, and I got better, but I long for a classroom
where I can be just myself. That might be the same case for J, and if that is the case, I
hope J is now learning in the classroom where “speaking more” is not one of his learning
goals.
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Chapter 7: 2020, Let’s talk
Takaki, in his book, A different mirror, shares his own “where are you from?”
moment from the very first chapter. The “Where are you from?” moment is one of the
most common examples that many Asian Americans share as experiencing
discrimination, next to “Wow, your English is amazing” moment. Takaki, in his
recollection of his memory of a conversation with his taxi driver, had both moments in
one car ride.
The rearview mirror reflected a white man in his forties. ‘How long have you
been in this country?’ He asked. ‘All my life,’ I replied, wincing. His question
was one I had been asked too many times, even by northerners with Ph.D.’s. ‘I
was born in the United States,’ I added. He replied: ‘I was wondering because
your English is excellent!’ Then I explained: ‘My grandfather came here from
Japan in the 1880s. My family has been here, in America for over a hundred
years.’ He glanced at me in the mirror. To him, I did not look like an American.
(Takaki, 2008, p. 3)
This may make many non-Asians and Asians gasp. Maybe, some others will think: “I
asked that exact same question to my Asian neighbor.” Or “I asked the exact same
question to my Asian roommate when I was in college.” Or “I said the same thing to my
Asian friend, before we became friends.” I believe most of Asian Americans would have
experienced moments like this at least once as long as they lived in the United States. In
fact, this is so common that even Ken Jeong, a famous actor in Hollywood, has
experienced the same. He shares his moment in his Netflix special:
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I mean, literally, I just got to meet everybody I’ve ever wanted to meet (thanks to
Hangover). I got to meet my favorite actor in the world, Tom Hanks, at the
Golden Globes. That was amazing. He’s my favorite actor in the world. By the
way, did you think that my voice as Mr. Chow was my real accent? Okay. Tom
Hanks… I met him, I said hello. And Tom was, like, ‘Really? You don’t talk like
that?’ I’m like. ‘Really, . . . Forrest Gump? Really? Are you . . . kidding me? Do
you walk around carrying a box of . . . chocolates while talking to a Wilson
volleyball, you Cast Away . . .?” (Scraps from the loft, 2019)
Mr. Chow, the Asian character from Hangover, speaks in a certain tone, with a certain
accent, which sounds like some sort of Asian accent, but it cannot be associated with any
specific ethnicity. Mr. Chow is simply a random Asian character that fits to the “Master
narrative” filter of America that Asians are foreigners, do not speak good English, and are
very exotic. His communication is very clear, yet, his English sentences are incorrect in
many ways; its pragmatics, its sound, its syntax are all wrong. Ken Jeong’s Asian
appearance makes everyone who watches Hangover believe that he is indeed some
“Asian,” but not necessarily Korean, Chinese, or Japanese. But, it is not Tom Hanks’
fault nor Ken Jeong’s fault. Ken Jeong acted according to the way Asian Americans are
perceived in America. Takaki also claims that “it is not the taxi driver’s fault,” that he
asks such questions (Takaki, 2008, p. 4). “[W]hat had he learned about Asian Americans
in courses called “U.S History?” He saw me through a filter . . . that our country was
settled by European immigrants, and Americans are white” (Takaki, 2008, p. 4). Tom
Hanks thinking that Ken Jeong would be talking with an exotic accent in real life is
simply the result of education that perpetuated this “filter.”
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This “filter” is what I would like to ask educators to keep in mind when teaching
Asian Americans and non-Asian Americans alike. Our minds are oblivious to this filter
that we are not even aware that we have this filter in our minds when we meet students.
Therefore, I would like to ask you to take a step back from the act of teaching, itself.
When we teach, being unaware of this filter, we may do more harm to children, and the
efforts to be aware of this filter has to be preceded by teaching.
How do we know we are authentic as we believe we are? How do I know if I am
fully aware of my internalized racism? I grew up watching TV shows and movies where
all the TV stars and movie stars were White; I was made to believe that it is White actors’
jobs to take all the main roles in TV shows and movies. I was groomed and reinforced to
not even question what was wrong with children’s picture books with White protagonists.
In all the media I consume, Asians are rarely protagonists. That is why I am still hesitant
to say that I am American. I still ask myself before I say any word in English, and I keep
getting lost in my thoughts pondering whether I belong to this country or not, after living
in this country for twelve years, after obtaining a legal document that I can live in this
country. I still try to find ways to earn a qualification to be an American. It is hard for
anyone, including myself, to escape the filter that Takaki mentions, because this “filter”
has penetrated America for such a long time, generation to generation, TV shows to TV
shows, and classrooms to classrooms.
Many history classes do not even mention the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act,
Internment of Japanese Americans during World War II, and the fact that many Chinese
immigrants built the railroads that connected the west and the east of the United States. It
also omits the fact that they were called “chinks” and their home culture was dismissively
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labeled as “exotic,” “mystical,” or “barbarian” for a long time. Such a portrayal of Asian
Americans still persists today. The ideologies behind such events were intentionally left
out, never discussed, and never taught because they are simply quite disturbing.
I see the result of intentional absence and/or extinction of such culturally aware
and respectful education at my school in Manhattan. In 2020, I am teaching at a school
whose students never learned what “ching-chong” means to Asian Americans, how
discriminatory the phrase can be. My students often compliment my English. So, I tell
my students what “ching-chong” means; I tell my students how funny that compliment
may sound to Asian Americans who were born in America. I try to teach my students that
I am just a human, just like they are. They find these conversations interesting.
We have to talk about race and culture. We have to ask questions. We need to ask
what it means to be an American. We will be vulnerable. There are too many things about
race that we do not know, but we should know, to just let them slip away without talking
about it. I, for one, simply looked away from it; but I want to face it. Let’s face it and stop
pretending that racism does not exist. It is our ignorance that let the “All Americans are
White” filter infiltrate the minds of our students. Let’s teach our students how to ask
questions to teachers and to other classmates. Let’s not stay ignorant about race, about us,
and about America.
“A dead Chinaman is of little import to us whose awareness of things Chinese is
bounded by an occasional dish of chow mein. We grieve only for what we know.”
(Leopold, 1985, p. 48). Be curious to know who Asian Americans are, so we grieve less.
Ask us questions. You and I, we all may be pleasantly surprised.
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labeled as “exotic,” “mystical,” or “barbarian” for a long time. Such a portrayal of Asian
Nager and Shapiro quote Yonemura: “‘child empowerment is an outcome of
teacher empowerment’” (1986, as cited in Nager & Shapiro, 2007, p. 29). In their article
about what progressive education is, they emphasize “the importance of the teacher
coming to know her own power as a thinker, doer, and person connected to children as
well as the wider world” (Mitchell, 1931, as cited in Nager & Shapiro, 2007, p. 25). This
statement not only applies to educators, but also applies to children. We all want each
child to have power as a thinker, doer, and an individual connected to the bigger world.
That is why we teach so that children gain the social, communal understanding of who
they are. This work is accompanied by understanding of who we are, as teachers and as
humans.
Times of hardship reveal something about who we are as humans and as
teachers—especially the times like now. The entire world stopped operating, due to the
pandemic outbreak that started in China. The fact that this pandemic originated from
China has been used to fortify the prejudice against Asians, and to rationalize the racist
attacks. The racist attacks against Asian Americans are on the rise. The voice of a child
with Chinese ethnicity was recorded on New York Times, and the voice said, “It did
make me feel different, and didn’t really want to be Chinese because of the coronavirus”
(Garrison, 2020, par. 7). The child was on his way from the gym to the classroom, and
heard, “China is stupid” (Garrison, 2020, par. 5).
Four years ago, the New York Times published a short film that interviewed
Asian Americans, and one of the interviewees said, “Wearing this skin color is a big deal
to me, which is why I don’t say I’m just American anymore because America doesn’t see
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me as just American” (Gandbhir & Stephenson, 2016, par. 1). After four years, during
this COVID-19 crisis, it seems like nothing has changed; rather, it seems things only have
gotten worse.
As teachers, we often use the term, “our children,” but when we use it, who is
included in “our” and who is not? When we discuss the empowerment of children as a
result of education and schooling—who are the people who become empowered after
education and schooling? This question should be asked by teachers and considered,
especially in the classrooms where various cultures exist side by side, like New York
City public schools. When there is diversity in the socioeconomic levels of students,
when there is cultural diversity amongst students, we have to talk about what culture is,
what “American” means. The contextual information about students’ cultures and
backgrounds is necessary for adults in school to make an inclusive environment for
children.
Baldwin writes that “one of the paradoxes of education was that precisely at the
point when you begin to develop a conscience, you must find yourself at war with your
society. It is your responsibility to change society if you think of yourself as an educated
person” (1963, p. 19).
But, let’s go back and think of Ethan, who feels excluded, does not seem to be
belonging anywhere in class. Consider that interview of a child who no longer wants to
be Chinese. It is easy to imagine that someday; Ethan and this child will say “I am not
one of the Americans that they say.” They will eventually find themselves at “war” that
Bladwin says, but will Ethan be empowered enough from the education to initiate any
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change in society? I, to begin with, do not feel empowered. These are the questions that I
still struggle with.
In 2020, there are more occasions of anti-Asian assaults being reported in New
York City.
It was around evening time, and I had just left my apartment building, and I was
on the phone, talking to my mother’s health aide in Chinese. And as I was turning
around after putting the trash in the trash bin — this is right in front of my
apartment. I heard “Chinese, Chinese, Chinese bitch. Fucking Chinese.” But it all
— I don’t think I fully believed what I was hearing. And when I made eye contact
with him, he kept speaking. “You’re fucking Chinese.” And I realized that that I
was comprehending that what he was saying did not stop him. (Garrison, 2020,
par. 63)

Yuanyuan Zhu was walking to her gym in San Francisco on March 9, thinking the
workout could be her last for a while, when she noticed that a man was shouting
at her. He was yelling an expletive about China. Then a bus passed, she recalled,
and he screamed after it, “Run them over.” She tried to keep her distance, but
when the light changed, she was stuck waiting with him at the crosswalk. She
could feel him staring at her. And then, suddenly, she felt it: his saliva hitting her
face and her favorite sweater. (Tavernise & Oppel Jr., 2020)
Such visible symptoms are more direct results of the failure of education, failure
of “Master Narrative” that persisted in America, that has portrayed the only true America
as “White America.” This, however, has to be understood more than just racist attacks
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that cannot be tolerated. It is very likely that the very people who were committing such
racist attacks did not even recognize that their behaviors were racist. The narratives of
culture that accepted that European, White people are the “only” Americans, and other
immigrants have to earn their places made it acceptable to view non-Whites as less than
human beings. This attitude, in fact, destroys the souls of racists; it teaches them it is
okay to attack those who do not look like Americans, making themselves less of humans,
ironically.
The beauty of America is, however, the fact that I can write about these to my
fellow educators. I dare to suggest this idea to broaden the definition of what American
means, and what America can be for all people who live in this country. Educators can
make choices on what kind of Americans they want to see in the future.
Jiayang Fan, the interviewee of The Daily podcast, after experiencing the racist
attack near her mom’s nursing home says:
Because for the longest — I mean, I think my mom and I both lived with this
fiction that if we could be perfect versions of ourselves. . [if we were to achieve].
the goal of our American existence, was to somehow bend ourselves to a shape
that America could accept. I never dared to believe that I could actually help to
make America better. That was something I never dared to think was possible.
But in experiencing this, it made me rethink my role as an American and how
even me, even someone who is probationary, that I was in some very, very small
way contributing to this country by pointing out the ways that it’s failing itself,
making clear the way in which this country still makes me feel ashamed, is
possibly one way in which I can make it better. And also, that’s the best version
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of America. Like in all the conceptions of America that exist in my head, I
actually think this ability to call out the worst parts of America to itself, my
freedom to do so, this feels to me the most miraculous part of America (Garrison,
2020, par. 85).
This is the conversation that should happen in classrooms, and that is why I started
working on this thesis. This is my very, very small way of contributing to America and
American classrooms.
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